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Richardson credits Murray seat belt law
By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Writer
-

CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — Stephen
and Anne Richardson hoped that
some day, Steven Wallace would
be their son-in-law.
Wallace, a trim, clean-cut high
school senior with an impish
grin, was 17 and bound for college this fall on a baseball scholarship. He was as devoted to the
Richardsons' oldest daughter.
Rachel, as she was to him.
Then in an instant on a country
highway, an oncoming car spun
sidelong into Richarcison's lane
as night fell on Dec. 15. Richardson learned the next day in a hos-

pital that Wallace and six buddies
jammed into a small car had died
in the collision.
Richardson wore a seat belt;
the boys did not.
"No doubt in my mind. I
would not be alive if I hadn't
been wearing that seat belt,"
Richardson said, his eyes fixed
on a kitchen table place mat but
his thoughts focused on the darkest night in Cadiz history.
He spoke as a bill mandating
seat-belt use in Kentucky awaits
action in the General Assembly
for the second time in two years.
Kentucky is among only five
stales without belt laws.

SS When I'd get to
the Murray city
limits, I'd see that
sign and buckle
up. 99
...Stephen Richardson

spokesman Capt. Rodney Brewer.
About 42 percent of Kentucky
motorists use seat belts, among
the lowest rates in the nation,
compared with a national average
of 65 percent. The highest rates
are found in states that require
seat belt use.
Richardson didn't always
believe in buckling up It's a
habit he picked up after seat belt
use became mandatory two years
ago in Murray, where he is associate director of building and
equipment maintenance at Murray State University. Fight other

In 1992, the latest year for
which complete figures were
available, 566 of the 680 people
killed on Kentucky roads — 83
percent — were not using seat
belts. said Kentucky State Police • See Page 2

By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press

Writer

CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — There are times when Stephen Richardson
takes a road less traveled, avoiding the crude wooden cross that has
stood alongside U.S. 68 since seven high school boys died there
about six weeks ago.
II See Page 9

Greenspan warns
rates will go up

TAKING AIM

Four killed
at Taco Bell

Crash survivor
tries to cope

sought to assure members of the
Joint Economic Committee that
the Fed's actions would not he an
effort to end the current recovery.
"Such an action would not be
taken in order to cut off or limit
the economic expansion, but
rather to sustain and enhance it,"
Greenspan said in his testimony.
Increasing interest rates arcsomething the central bank has
not done since the spring of
1989. As the country slumped
into a recession and then endured
a painfully long and weak recovery period, the central bank
moved to cut interest rates to
their lowest levels in three
decades.
But Greenspan signaled today
that this period was coming to an
end.
He said that short-term intere-d

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Harlan described two victims
— Two of the four Taco Bell as having "head wounds consisemployees killed during an appa- tent with execution -style
rent robbery were shot in the killings."
Other than Wyatt, the dead
head at close range, the state
were Kevin Campbell, 22, Patrimedical examiner said today.
Those two victims and one cia Mae Price, 28, and Marsha
other died instantaneously Sun- Klopp, 22. All were ClarksY.ille
day morning, Dr. Charles Harlan residents.
A total of 22 gunshots from
said after performing autopsies
on the four bodies. Each body large caliber handguns were
had from four to seven wounds, found in the bodies, Harlan said.
There have been no arrests.
he said.
He said 22-year-old victim Clarksville police and Tennessee
Angela Wyatt was not pregnant, Bureau of Investigation officials
as had previously been reported. questioned one suspect and said
Harlan did estimate on how long
•See Page 2
the fourth victim survived.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan put the country on
notice today that the central bank
would "at some point" begin
pushing interest rates higher in
order to keep inflationary pressures from getting out of control.
While the Fed chairman left
vague the timing of such a rate
. increase, he gave a strong indication in congressional testimony
that rate hikes could come at any
time.

He said the issue of when to
raise interest rates would be discussed by the Fed's top policy.
making committee, the Federal
Open Market Committee, when it
meets this Thursday and Friday.
While raising interest rates has
the effect of slowing borrowing
and economic activity, Greenspan

Gillooly testified
against Harding
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
agreed to plead guilty today or
Jeff Gillooly agreed to testify
Tuesday in the attack on Kerrigan
against ex-wife Tonya Harding
and will testify against Harding,
because she had dropped their
The Oregonian reported today.
cover story about the attack on
The newspaper said Gillooly
rival skater Nancy Kerrigan and
agreed to plead guilty to a racketold the FBI he was involved, his
teering charge that carries a twobrother said.
year prison term.
"Whatever implications were
Gillooly, bodyguard Shawn
made against him, he has to
Eckardt, alleged hitman Shane
John
Gillooly
told
The
rebut,"
Slant and alleged getaway car
Associated Press on Sunday. "If driver Derrick Smith have all
it involves implicating her, that's
been charged with conspiracy in
probably the crux of it."
the clubbing of Kerrigan on Jan.
Jeff Gillooly, who testified
before a grand jury Saturday, has • See Page 2

IN See Page 9

Five killed
in Somali clash
STACEY CROOK tedgo & T,,,es photo

Tennessee Tech's Jarrod Smith prepares to compete In the standing
Shot competition during the 1994 Roger Withrow invitational this
weekend at Murray State. The Racers finished second behind Alaska.
Fairbanks. See story, page 6.

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) said no one shot at the Americans
— U.S. Marines in a convoy car- and speculated the Marines fired
because they believed several
rying American diplomats opened
lire near a crowded food distribu- hundred Somalis in the street outtion center today, and at least side the food center were trying
five Somalis were reported killed to Nod the convoy.
U.S. officials said the convoy
and many were wounded.
A U.S. spokesman said the of three Humvecs and two cars
Marines shot after the convoy carrying two American diplomats
was fired on by at least two Somali gunmen. Somali witnesses • See Page 9

Sporty's carries on tradition of The Hut
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
After 20 years, the building on
the corner of 15th and Olive
streets will again be the home of
a restaurant.
Anyone who attended Murray
State University prior to August
of 1973 will remember that The
Hut used to occupy the building.
"Everywhere I have been to
pick up a light or to get lumber,
everybody has a story," said Chip
Veal, new owner of Sporty's
Grill.
Veal said when he and his wife
Peggy were visiting his retired
father in Murray, he decided to
give her a tour of the campus.
"I saw that the restaurant was
closed and that there wasn't anything there," Veal said. "I went
into a long history of what it used
to be."

CS From the very first day, the restaurant
always catered to college students 93
...Chip Veal
Back when The Hut was open,
college students used to go there
and socialize. Some would play
cards, while others would play
the pinball machines.
"I couldn't believe it hadn't
reopened," he said. "I convinced
myself to find out information
about it and basically discovered
that it was available."
One week later, Veal became
the new owner of Sporty's Grill.
Veal said The Hut was originally located at the corner of
Hughes and 15th streets.

MEETINGS

III East Elementary Site-Baud Council
00 meet at the school at 4 p m Monday
prior to the joint council meeting at 5
pm

"Gene and Ruth Hughes traded
a Model A roadster for the building and the lot around 1937,"
Veal said. "In 1941, they moved
to the corner of 15th and Olive
streets and built a new building."
In December of 1945, the
building burned, but was rebuilt
with an additional wing in thc
summer of 1946,
"From the very first day, the
restaurant always catered to college students," Veal said. "A lot
of workers were college and high
school students."
In October of 1952, The Hut

SPECIAL
III A program dealing with women's
Issues will be presented at 7 p m_ Monday at the Murray Woman's Club Marsha Weinstein, executive director of the
Kentucky Commission on Women, will
SSCUSS upcoming legislation in the Gen- era, Assembly which will affect women A
question/answer session will follow

was purchased by Jack and Millie
Ward.
"When Jack was in high
school, he had been employed by
The Hut," Veal said. "The
restaurant offered table service
and plate lunches."
After several years, it was converted to a cafeteria-style restaurant .offering burgers and fast
food.
"At one time, this was a
required stop when someone was
pledging for a sorority or fraternity," Veal said. "This was a
place for people to get together."
In August of 1973, the restaurant closed and was converted into
a day care center. Veal purchased
the building in the spring of
•
1993.
Veal, who is originally from

AMY WIL SONotedger

Tirnin photo

Chip Veal, co-owner of Sporty's Grill, examines materials for hls
restaurant while sitting In one of The Hut's original booths.

el See Page 2
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•Taco Bell...
FROM PAGE 1
they planned to interview hundreds of people who work in the
area.
Police found the workers'
bodies in the storage morn and
kitchen of the restaurant, located
on one of the busiest intersections in this city of 76,000 about
40 miles northwest of Nashville.
The restaurant safe had been
blown open, the cash register
emptied and 20 or more spent
shells from a shotgun and a 9mm
pistol were strewn about the
restaurant.
Authorities said they did not
know how much money was
taken.
"I've seen some terrible things
in my 28 years, but nothing this
brutal." TBI Special Agent Jim

MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1994

Taylor said. "To kill them over
what appears to be a few dollars
is really had."
Campbell, the father of a
2-week-old girl, was expecting a
promotion to assistant manager.
Klopp, an assistant manager, was
married and the mother of one
child.
Last fall, Price married a
minister's son and moved her
five children from a cnrne-ridden
Knoxville neighborhood hoping
for a better, safer life here.
"She saw the crime rate and
drugs in the big city and wanted
her kids to have a better life,"
her father-in-law, the Rev_ Hugh
Price, said.
"She wanted them to grow up.
to not be a mum of something
like what happened to her.... She

really thought it would be better
in Clarksville."
District Attorney General John
Carney, who thought Wyatt was
pregnant, had said five felony
murders counts would be pursued
in the case.
"This is the worst series of
homicides in Montgomery County's history." Carney said. "This
community has a lot of healing to
do. It's a bad, bad crime."
Police said the murders probably occurred about 2 a.m. CST
as the workers were finishing
their Saturday night shift. A manager who arrived to open the
restaurant about 7 a.m. Sunday
noticed the night crew's cars
were still in the parking lot and
called police.

REPORTS

Taylor said investigators found
no signs of a struggle and no
forced entry The front doors
were locked and investigators

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Jan. 25
iii-lenry Lee Beach. 35, Nash Drive, was chaiged with contempt of court
•Greg Gilson, 27, South Fourth Street, was charged with
contempt of court.
•Paul Caldwell, 28, West Main Street, was charged AN
contempt of court.
•Ptsillip1.4cLeod, 24, Rt 1 Benton, was charged with contempt of court
Jan. 26
•Donita Lutz, At. 2 SpAnglield, Tenn.. was Charged with NM
counts of theft by deception.
•Carol Nan Lee, 40, RI 5 Murray. was charged with contempt of court

speculated that an employee may
have let the killer or killers in
through a back door that opens
only from the inside.
The crime is the second quadruple slaying at a Taco Bell in
three years On Feb. 26, 1991,
three workers and another person
were found shot to death in the
cooler of an Ifs ing, Texas, Taco
Bell.
Irvine, Calif -based Taco Bell,
which has 4,500 stores worl.
dwidc, has set up counseling services for victims' relatives and
co-workers in Clarksville.

•Sporty's...

_
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•Harding...

deposition the skater had given
the FBI.
FROM PAGE 1
Harding had lied to her ex6, just before the national championships in Detroit.
husband, telling him she had told
Harding has not been charged.
authorities nothing, John Gillooly
With Kerrigan, she remains on
said.
U.S.
the
that
roster
the team
"Jeff would have fallen on his
the
to
sent
Olympic Committee
sword for Tonya if Tonya had
Organizing
International Olympic
told him the truth. But she
Committee in Lillehammer, Nor- didn't," Hoevet told The Oregoway, today.
nian. Hoevet didn't return teleJohn Gillooly said his brother's phone calls from the AP Sunday
attorney, Ron Hoevet tried to asking for comment.
convince his client that Harding
The U.S. Figure Skating Assohad turned on him, but Jeff didn't ciation has until Feb. 21 to
believe it until he read a 46-page replace Harding with alternate
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Murray. KY 42071
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Michelleltwan, 13, if it decides
Harding violated the organization's code of conduct. An assoCiallOn committee meets Tuesday
to consider the question, committee chairman William Hybl said.
Harding said last week that she
first learned of the attack on Kerrigan after she got home to Portland after the championships.
But Gillooly told the FBI that
Harding knew of the alleged plot
against Kerrigan weeks beforehand, according to The Oregonian, which quoted unidentified
sources.

ball machines and darts." Veal
said. "We even have an original
booth and table complete with the
wads of gum stuck underneath."

FROM PAGE 1
Murray, also owns Sporty's Bar
in Florida. Since purchasing
Sporty's Grill, he and his wife
have moved to Murray.
"Since 1 already have hats,
shirts and matches that say Sporty's, I decided to stick with the
name instead of using The Hut,"
Veal said. "The name fit what I
wanted to do — have a sports bar
atmosphere that shows multiple
sporting events and offers every
kind of burger."
Veal said the new restaurant
will offer many things that were
offered by The Hut, as well as
some technological advabces.
"We have kept the game room
setting with two pool tables, pin-

Like The Hut Veal said Sporty's Grill will offer table service
from a varied menu. In addition,
both high school and college students have been employed.
"Our employees will be wearing sports-related uniforms,"
Veal said. "We will have satellite
television, a high-power stereo
system and bulletin boards for
each fraternity and sorority on
campus to leave messages and
list their activities."
Veal said Sporty's Grill is
expected to open in about a week.

County High School gym: at least
5,000 had stopped to pay their
respects before that.
Wallace and two other boys
were the only children in their
families.
Rachel Richardson, 16, was a
seat belt believer well before she
obtained her driver's license last
year. A classmate's traffic death
a year earlier had sold her on
buckling up, Mrs. Richardson
said.
"Steve was over here all the
time. He'd sit right there on that
stool and I'd stand right here and
preach to the both of them (that)
driving is the most dangerous
thing you will ever do," Stephen
Richardson.
He keeps in his home overlooking Lake Barkley newspaper
clips and sent to him from across
the nation, painful as they are.
The only consolation he finds in
the carnage is hope that it may
make a difference.
"Parents are taking these
newspaper articles and these
photos ... and they're showing
them to their kids and telling
them that these are things you
don't do and these are things that
you should do," Richardson said.
And he says it's time for Kentucky to enact a law telling peo-

ple buckling up is what they
should do. House and Senate
leaders have predicted passage
this year of a bill Reps. Richard
Lewis, D-Benton, and Bill Lear,
D-Lexington, introduced on Jan.
7.
The measure is mild compared
with some states. It provides for a
$25 fine, and officers can only
cite violators stopped for some
other offense. But without it,
Kentucky stands to lose $10 million in federal money for
highways.
In 1992, a similar bill died
after the Senate deadlocked 19-19
over it. Lt. Gov. Paul Patton
could have cast the deciding vote
for passage but instead voted
against it.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, chairman of the Senate Health and
Welfare Committee, said legislators will find it hard now to
ignore the Trigg County crash
and other fatal accidents where
seal belt wearers survived.
"Had there been a seat belt
law, would it have deterred the
boys from putting more in that
Cal than there were seat belts for?
It's the what-if game," Richardson said. "I really don't think a
seat belt law is an infringement
on anybody's rights."
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FROM PAGE 1
Kentucky localities, including
Louisville and Lexington, have
seat belt laws.
"When I'd get to the Murray
city limits, I'd see that sign and
buckle up. You don't want to get
a ticket, so I just started doing it
whenever I'd drive anywhere in
town — to lunch or whatever —
and when I'd leave to come
home," Richardson said in his
first news interview since the
crash.
He was on his way home when
the headlights of a car fishtailing
into his lane flashed before his
sturdy four-wheel-drive vehicle
on U.S. 68. He hit his brake, but
it was already too late.
"I know ... that without that

restraint," he said, his hands over
his heart, "that steering wheel
would have been right here. I
could have been through the
windshield. My driver-side door
was jarred open (and) the state
police officer commented that I
probably would have been thrown
out through it."
It's impossible to say how
many of the seven boys seat belts
might have saved, but the car had
belts for only five. The boys, taking a snack break from the shop
where they worked after school
making turkey calls, piled into
Wallace's Honda Civic for a
quarter-mile ride to a convenience store. An eighth boy tried to
get in hut wouldn't fit.

INTRODUCING

"Just think how many times
when we were that age we did
stuff like that. We all did," said
Richardson's wife, Anne.
The Richardsons' younger
daughter. Cristina, 14, loved
Wallace like a big brother. She
wrote in a one-page class paper
how she and others struggled
with the deaths. over a doleful
Christmas break but expressed
thanks that her father had been
spared.
The boys were eulogized as
"the cream of the crop," good
students who liked country music, hunting and each other's company. More than 2,000 people
attended their funeral in the Trigg
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rimary Care Medical Center
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your entire family. Treating a
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comprehensive

and compassionate approach to
prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of illness and disease.
With a tradition of more than 50
years of caring. Primary Care
Medical Center now offers three
different specialties in a single
medical practice. From family
practice to pediatrics and internal
medicine, Primary Care Medical
Center is Treating Your Family
With Care.
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here are the totals for dark fired llubacco for the
week ending Jan. 28 submitted by the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Association.

Pounds.
Murray

Amount

Average

1,192,349

$2,720,516.26

$228.16

Mayfield 1,014,499

$2,256,169.41

$222.39

Total

$4,976,685.67

$225.51

2,206,848

Tobacco farmers face uphill
battle for '94 crop profits

0

Kentucky tobacco growers face
an uphill battle for 1994 crop profits. Getting back to basics will
improve the bouom line.
"Beyond newly released vaneties, growers have little new production technology to enhance profitability," said Bill Maksymowicz,
Extension tobacco specialist at the
Research and Education Center in
Princeton. "However, growers do
have access to time-proven management practices to help them increase
profits by boosting the yield per
stalk.
"One basic is healthy transplants,
the foundation of a profitable crop,"
he added. "Growers using traditional plant beds need to be sure
they are fumigated properly."
If plastic covers are tom on fallfumigated beds, re-treat before
seeding Frets. Growers using Basamid for spring fumigation should
read, understand and use the bioassay to check seeding suitability
before sowing the bed.
"Sanitation is the most important
basic for greenhouse transplant producers as they finalize plans for this
spring," Maksymowicz added. "Sanitation remains the cornerstone for
a good greenhouse production progHe gave basic reminders for
greenhouse-produced transplants:
• Don't use or store any herbicide
with residual activity in or around a
greenhouse. If a greenhouse was
used for chemical storage, it is wise
to replace all plastic (including
covers) before using the greenhouse
this year.
• Growers who don't have a
conductivity meter (Dist-4), should
order one. The instrument monitors
electrical conductivity to give
growers an indication of the fertilizer level in the water.
"It's a tool every greenhouse
should have," he said.
'
Have water quality tested by a
commercial laboratory two to three
weeks before seeding.
Some successful direct seeding in
outside beds has prompted interest
in this method as an alternative to a

major investment in a greenhouse,
according to Maksymowicz.
He gave basics for growers using
the direct seeding method.
• Recognize this system substitutes a higher level of management
for the expense associated with a
greenhouse. Growers who can't be
available 24 hours a day to do what
needs doing when it needs doing for
at least a month after seeding might
be &cuing themselves up for dismal
failure.
• Consider using primed seed.
The priming process initiates germination. Primed seed cost 30 to 40
cents more per 1,000 than nonprimed. The benefits appear to be
greater in direct-seeded outside
beds than in greenhouse-produced
seedlings.
• Seed as late as possible -- no
earlier than the beginning of April.
Depending on weather, seedlings
should be ready to transplant in six
to 12 weeks.
▪ Use a germination chamber
(100 percent humidity at 72-75
degrees F) for three to four days
after seeding to narrow the
emergence window and establish
uniform seedlings. Do not keep
seedlings in the chamber more than
four days.
• Have plastic ready to cover
beds in case of heavy frost or freeze.
Put space heaters and light bulbs in
place to protect against early spring
cold spells.
Maksymowicz said one final
basic that requires immediate attention is a soil test to determine if, and
how much,lime is needed to combat
manganese toxicity.
"Manganese toxicity continues to
rob yields," he said. "It often causes
irregular plant growth that makes
the crop harder to manage and
increases time and labor needed to
produce good leaf.
"Lime should be applied at leasi
six months before a.crop is planted.
But late is better than never. It's
better to get soil test results back and
lime in January or February than to
wait until April or May."

New growers allotments
available from ASCS office
The Calloway County ASCS Office is now accepting applications
for New Growers Allotments and
will be doing so until February IS,
1994. Anyone wishing to apply can
do so but there are certain guidelines
that determine eligibility.
You cannot have any interest in
any tobacco allotment or have any
tobacco allotment on your farm.
You must be a farm owner and have
owned the farm for three years. You
have to derive 50% of total family
income from farming. Experience
in raising tobacco two out of the last
five years is also a requirement.
Producers wishing to make application can come by the ASCS office
and are encouraged to do so

promptly so that processing of the
application can begin.
A REMINDER: Please return all
tobacco marketing cards after completion of marketing to the ASCS
Office. An URGENT request is
being made to all tobacco producers
to RETURN THEIR AIR CURED
MARKETING CARDS AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE to the ASCS Office.
The Air Cured cards are needed
immediately so that data can be
gathered for future use.
Also, you may at this time request
to apply for an increase in the
tobacco allotment you have including Burley, Dark Fire-Cured and
Dark Air Cured tobacco. Forms arc
available and can be completed in
the ASCS Office.

To report local news call 753-1916

Quick rewards are first thoughts of garden
When I am planning my vegetable garden, my first thoughts are
of early spring crops which bring
quick rewards.
These are salad vegetables —
lettuces, greens, and of course,
radishes.
I'm sure that the idea of growing, much less eating, salad
doesn't seem that exciting to
many folks, as the only salad
they've ever tasted comes from
the produce departrnent of the
local 'grocery.
Salad from the garden has flavor, and is not just bland roughage which provides an excuse to
eat salad dressing.
Radishes are the first crop on
my list for the salad garden. I
plant a few of the standard red
ones, but as those are readily

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
available at the grocery. I tend to
plant more novel varieties.
My two favorites are 'Easter
Egg,' a mix that has radishes
which are white, pink, purple and
red, and 'Plum Purple,' which
has deep purple skin and mild
white flesh.
Next I consider lettuces. Succession planting is the key to
growing lettuce. I can't tell you
how many years I have planted
too much at first and then not

enough as the season progresses.
So for a few weeks, 1 end up
with a glut of lettuce I can't even
get wild rabbits to eat.
I am going to try planting a
mix of "cut and come again" lettuces this year to See if I Can
solve the problem. I will still
plant some of my favorites
though, especially 'Rouge
d'Hiver; a vigorous red romaine
which tolerates the heat as the
weather gets warmer, and 'Tom
Thumb,' a miniature butter
lettuce,
mrAside from lettuces there are a
whole host of salad greens. Miruisa is a mild Japanese mustard
that early in the spring tastes just

sandwiches.
Arugula, dandelion, lamb'
quarters, purslane, sorrel a
even plantain are available fro,
seed suppliers and can be ad,te,'
to your salad garden.
A good way to try a vaneiy
different salad greens is to bus
"mcsculun" mix which has ses ,
al types of seed all in one pack
Most of these types of
work on the "cut and 'cob,
again" principle as long as IL.
plants are kept watered.
I am looking forward to it.
first salad from the garden it:.
year. Even the thinnIngs added tt
a "regular" salad are a welcobt,
sign of spring. Until then, I '
continue drowning store- bouy.
lettuce in salad dressing.

like Dijon mustard, and is a welcome addition to both salad and

Feed grain production fell 33 percent in 1993
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department estimates
that U.S. feed grain production
last year was 187.3 million tons,
3 percent less than the November
forecast and down nearly 33 percent from the 1992 record.
The largest change was made
to corn production, down 159
million tons from the November
projection. The estimate for sorghum was down 8.5 percent from
the November forecast. Smaller
adjustments were made to barley
and oats production.
"Both lower area harvested
and yields contributed to the

reduced production," yid the
January feed update by KSDA's
Economic Research Service.
Harvested area of corn
declined 1040X) acres, sorghum
fell 262,000, barley dropped
27.1,000 and oats dipped 20,000
from their previous forecast
levels.
Average corn yields for 1993
are estimated at 100.7 bushels per
acre, down 2.4 bushels from the
November forecast. Average
sorghum yields declined 3.7
bushels per acre to 59.9 bushels,
while barley yields were
unchanged and oats yields were

down 0.2 bushels per acre.
"Revisions to the November
production forecasts of feed
grains were expected as yields
were affected by a late harvest
and unfavorable weather," the
report said.
"As of Nov. 1, 1993, only 50
percent of the corn had been
harvested, compared with the
average of 72 percent. Only 45
percent of the corn had been
harvested in Iowa, 28 percent in
Minnesota, 46 percent in Nebraska, 30 percent in South Dakota
and 26 percent in Wisconsin."
It said frost during the first two

weeks of October ended tht
growing season in these state before the crop had reach('
maturity.
Turning to barley and oats. th
report said that as of Sept. 1 only 79 percent of the barley an
70 percent of the oats had bee
harvested in North Dakota, corn
pared with an average of 96 pet
cent and 97 percent, respectivels
In Montana, less than 25 pet
cent of both crops were harveste ,
compared with an average core
pletion rate of 89 percent for hot
crops.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Health care cost,
not all spending,
is driving deficit
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — When it comes to the "D" word —
- deficit — President Clinton and Democrats will grab good news
wherever they find it in their election-year battle against conservatives over spending cuts.
There's a little-noticed nugget that should serve Clinton well in a
report by Congress' top budget analyst — projecting strikingly
lower federal deficits for the next few years than the office had
expected last January,
The paper by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office made
headlines last week.
But the study also said that for the next decade, every piece of
the $1.5 trillion federal budget should hold relatively steady but
one: The briskly growing portion spent on Medicare and Medicaid,
the government's giant health insurance programs.
This means political ammunition for Democrats, who can argue
that despite conservatives' claims, it's not overall federal spending
that's to blame for the deficit mess.
Instead, the culprit is two programs in particular: Medicare for
the elderly and disabled, and Medicaid for the poor. And it's those
very programs, Democrats can say, that Clinton wants to pare as
pan of his campaign to overhaul the nation's health-care system.
Conservatives, who plan to crusade for ever-deeper budget cuts
this year, argue that federal spending is growing and growing.
They're right. The budget office report says that overall, federal
spending should grow from $1.5 trillion this year to $2.4 trillion in
the year 2004.
During the same period, the congressional analysts say the deficit will be $223 billion this year, dip to $166 billion in 1996, and
zoom upward to $365 billion in 2004.
But the budget office says that over that same decade, Medicare
will grow from $160 billion this year to $435 billion in 2004.
Medicaid will balloon from $86 billion in 1994 to $250 billion 10
years later.
That's growth exceeding 10 percent a year for both programs, a
rate unmatched elsewhere in the budget.
Another measure used by the budget office makes the Democrats' case in a different way.
Analysts like to compare the federal budget to the size of the
country's economy, in order to set how much of the money available in the entire nation the government is eating up.
By that measure, the congressional analysts found that the budget
will be 22.2 percent of the economy this year, shrink a bit, and hit
22.1 percent in the year 2004.
In stark contrast, Medicare is expected to grow steadily from 2.4
percent of the economy this year to 4 percent in 2004. And Medicaid should rise from 1.3 percent this year to 2.3 percent in 2004.
Compared to the size of the economy, no other category of
spending is expected to grow over the decade. Social Security, the
biggest federal program, is expected to remain constant. Defense,
foreign aid and many domestic programs are actually projected to
shrink.
That's vivid evidence, Democrats will say, that it's Medicare and
Medicaid that are feeding the government's red ink. Everything
else the government does, from building new courthouses to paying
benefits to federal retirees, is pretty much under control.
Conservatives will argue that whatever the numbers show, tens
of billions of dollars can still be saved by cutting wasteful programs throughout the budget.
But for Clinton and his fellow Democrats, the hope is that Congress' fervor to cut spending will focus on health care, and spare
the other social programs so dear to the party's constituents.
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There was a time when people
did not have to lock their homes
if they ran to the post office.
There was a time when people
could leave their cars unlocked
when they went to the store for a
gallon of milk.
Now is the time when people
have to lock their homes when
they are inside. They also have to
lock their cars when they are in
them.
I'm not that old. I'm also not
that naive. Crimes of various
nature keep hitting closer to
home.
In my rural community in
southeast Missouri, it was
unheard of for someone's house
to be broken in to. Furthermore, I
don't ever remember a murder or
brutal attack anywhere in the
area.
Murray is bigger than my
hometown, but it's not New York
City. Yet — in less than a week
— in towns not much bigger and
not that far way, brutal murders
have topped the news.
Senseless, reckless homicide is
everywhere in our society. In
fact, it was not too long ago that
one of our own was apparently
murdered.
I guess most people who grew
up in places where doors weren't
locked, chained and dead bolted
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are scratching their heads and
wondering what is going on.
The horrifying tragedy in
Clarksville this weekend in which
four employees in a Taco Bell
were slain and the vicious murder
of a 16-year-old kid in Paducah
exemplify the fact that violence
is here and who knows how much
worse it will get.
What can society do to stop it?
Talk show after talk show ponders the question. Legislators
debate aspects of crime bills.
Anti-gun groups scream that
banning numerous firearms will
make a difference. The National
Rifle Association says it will not.
I'm not sure what will help.
I do know that we, as society,
have to start somewhere. There is
absolutely no reason why that
child in Paducah had to die.
He was a child, only 16. He
will never experience what it is
like to be graduated from high
school and move off to college.

He will not go to his first proles
sional job interview. He will nev
er have children of his own and
watch them grow up and get
married.
That young boy will miss
everything. Why?
Was it because some other kids
were out and felt like killing
somebody? Was it because those
kids watched a movie and got the
urge to shoot someone?
Not only did those kids
allegedly kill a I6-year-old, they
apparently attempted to kill
another young man and maybe
his girlfriend.
A few miles down the road, a
person or persons entered a Taco
Bell around 2 a.m, and massacred
the employees.
Why? Did they watch a movie
and decide to kill? Was their
order wrong and rather that asking for it to be fixed, they shot
and killed the employees in cold
blood?

Three of the employees were
22, the other 28. One woman may
have been pregnant, according to
a report in the Clarksville
newpaper.
Those people, three women
and one man, were simply trying
to make an honest living. Details
about the individuals have not
been released. But, some could
have been college students. They
may have been working to save
money to go to school or buy a
car. Or, they may have been just
working to survive, rather than
going on welfare.
In both instances, I doubt a
gun law would have made the
difference. I doubt the killers
purchased their weapons at the
local gun dealer.
While various civic leaders,
politicians and other groups
debate the way in which America
lights crime, kids are dying. Not
only are 12-year-old gang members in Los Angeles bleeding to
death in alleys, but innocent,
freckle-faced kids in Kentucky
are fighting for their own lives.
Perhaps the solution is trial and
error. Leaders should come up
with a plan, implement and see
how it goes.
One thing is for sure, the solution is not to talk this thing to
death. Isn't there enough death
already?

BUSH WAS RiG141 FOREIGN AFFAIRS ARE MORE FUN

Capital projects show some planning

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Gov. Brereton Jones
released his sizeable list of capital construction recommendations
for the coming two years, it bore
a striking resemblance to another
list compiled by others over the
past year.
EDITORS' NOTE: Alan Fram covers Congress and the
That similarity was partly
budget for The Associated Press.
planned, partly coincidental and
partly political.
"We tried to make the decisions on the merits in each project," said Cabinet Secretary
Kevin Hable. "If it tums out that
the list becomes good politically,
that's just another side
Jan. 25, The Daily Gazette. Schenectady. N.Y.. on
advantage."
Allan Odell:
Historically, governors use
Don't shed a tear
construction to leave their marks
For Allan Odell
on the state, at least in terms of
He can't grow whiskers
bricks and mortar. The projects
In heaven or hell
can also serve as political leverBurma-Shave
age for governors who are seeking political favors from
The man whose quirky roadside advertisements became part of
legislators.
Americana took his last shave at the age of 90 last week.
Perhaps the best recent examAllan Odell's Burma-Shave jingles, which at one time dotted the
ple of the political nature of state
countryside of 46 states, disappeared decades ago, but they are forever
construction is the very existence
etched in the minds of generations of Americans. ...
of the Owensboro- Community
Loaded with puns, some were clever; some were cynical; others' College.
were just plain silly.
Daviess County leaders had
One thing was certain: Burma-Shave jingles caught your attention,
tried for years to get the state to
helping to break the monotony of a long drive. ...
create a public source of higher
The jingles apparently served their author's purpose, too, helping to
education there with no results. It
make his family's shaving cream a household word. ...
was the intervention of former
Burma-Shave signs were in many respects a symbol of a simpler
House Speaker Don Blandford of
age in America. They just don't make them like that anymore.
Philpot who assured its
construction.
Within this vale
In an attempt to remove some
Of toil
of the political considerations
And sin
from the whole procedure, legiYour head grows bald
slators created the Capital PlanBut not your chin
ning Advisory Board, composed
Burma-Shave
of lawmakers and representatives

GUEST EDITORIAL
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rom the three branches of
government.
State agencies submitted thousands of projects for consideration. The hoard endorsed 21 as
most important and 18 others on
a secondary list. Of the 35 projects on Jones' recommended list,
27 of them were in the recommendations by the advisory board
in some form or another. A few
others on the board list are
tucked away in other parts of the
budget. such as a new Fayette
County courts building that is in
the judicial branch spending plan.
In the case of Jones recommendation for $150 million in
road bonds, the board simply did
not take up that kind of project.
"It means that the capital planning projects board is. I guess,

maturing or coming into it
niche," said Rep. Mike Bowling,
D- Middlesboro,
The departures were often special cases, Hable said.
For example, the $3 million for
construction of a farmers market
in northern Kentucky is on the
list because there is also $5 million in federal funds available for
the same project.
A $7 million promise to help
build a football stadium for the
University of Louisville may be
the most political example. But
Hable said it was also added
because of the money raised privately and by the university for
the project.
-I'm not surprised at the strays." Bowling said.
While construction projects

Attention Washington!
US, REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Waahangton)
US. SEN. WENDEL.L FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH MECONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

remain a --popular item among
rank-and-file lawmakers who get
one, legislative leaders are particularly skittish this session.
Jones' total of $569 million in
new projects is in line with previous sessions, but legislators plan
to chop the number if the budget
tightens.
"I think the first things we
would cut would be the capital
projects that have been proposed," said Senate President
John "Eck" Rose, D-Winchester.
And Rose said lawmakers may
be indiscriminate.
"When you start approving
certain ones, then you actually
put yourself in a position where
others are going to be approved,"
Rose said. "I'm sure that there
are going to be legislators that
think there are other projects just
as worthy or more worthy than
the ones the governor has in there
and those will be lined up."
House Speaker Jot Clarke, DDanville, said capital construction may be in trouble this time
around, regardless of who recommended a project.
"House and Senate leaders
agreed some time ago that we
were going to look at construction projects, current or dead, as
an overall matter and not take it
piecemeal," Clarke said.
Bowling said the advisory
board's recommendations do not
mean that any project should be
built.
"What we're saying is, whatever money is available, these
should be done first," Bowling
said.
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Special Roundtable is tonight
A Legislative Roundup will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club House. Marsha Weinstein, executive director of Kentucky Commission on Women, will discuss legislation
effecting women and children that is now before the General
Assembly. This is co-sponsored by Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters and Murray Woman's Club. The public
is invited.

Parenting classes start tonight
Parenting classes are being offered on Monday evenings from 6 to
8 p.m. for tonight. Jan. 31, and Feb. 7, 14, 21 and 28 in Room 107,
Special Education Building, Murray State University, across from
National Scouting Museum on North 16th Stree3t. Brenda Estes
will present hte classes. Free child care is available. Help with
homework is offered for school age children. These free classes arc
presented as a cooperative effort of Family Resource Center and
Head Stan Program. For more information call the Resource Center
at 753-3070 or Head Start at 762-3262.

.49

Volunteers to meet Wednesday
Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Wednesday, Feb.
2, at 4:30 p.m_ in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. All interested persons are invited to attend, according to Jo
Benson, chairperson.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday, Jan. 25, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
WMU

will hear Herndon speak

Donna Herndon, director of Calloway County Family Resource
Center, will speak at the general meeting of WMU of First Baptist
Church on Tuesday, Feb. 1, at 9:30 a.m, at the church. Estelle
Gray, program chairman for the day, invites all interested persons
to attend.

Kappa meeting on Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Feb. I, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Thomas Green will discuss "The Myths About Menopause." Hostesses will be Peggy Billington, Margaret Yuill, Faye Key, Mariane Newell and Cheryl
Naulty.

Methodist Women will meet Tuesday
The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
will have its Prayer and Self Denial Program on Tuesday. Feb. 1, at
10 a.m, in the social hall of the church. Presenting the program will
be members of the Waters-Doran-Hayes Circle. Clara Humphrey,
president, urges all members to attend. The Executive Committee
will meet at 9 a.m.

Envis Circle to meet Wednesday
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church Women will meet Wednesday, Feb. 2, at 1:30 p.m. at the
church. Dorothy Cooper will be leader for the program and Volinc
Guthrie will be hostess.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday, Feb.
I. from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library. The program will feature a video interview with
Mrs. Price Doyle, founder and organizer of the local genealogical
society in 1962. Elizabeth Brown, president, urges all members and
interested persons to attend.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 1 and 2, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. Parents and Twos are
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on botlrliays. Interested
persons desiring more information on Story Hours may call the
library at 753-22..88.

Douthitt will help with tax forms
Louis Douthitt, retired accountant, will once again this year give
help to senior citizens and other needy persons with their income
tax forms. He will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. each Tuesday starting Feb. 1 and continuing through
April 12. For information call 753-3714 or 753-9915.

Pageant planned here Sunday
Town and Country Pageants will hold a preliminary pageant on
Sunday, Feb. 6, at Curris Center, Murray State University. This
will be for girls, 0 to 15 and over and boys, 0 to 5. Persons must
pre-regjster. For more information call Michele Dortch,
1-901-587-2630 or Linda Davis, 1-901-235-2805.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday. Feb. 1, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Feb. I. For more information call 753-0082.

Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Morris

Couple married 40 years
Mr. and Mrs. Hafforti Morris of Beach Road, northwest of Kirkscy,
observed their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Jan. 30.
They were married at Corinth. Miss., on that date in 1954.
Mrs. Moms, the former Linda Beach, is the daughter of the late
Felix E. Beach and Nancy Jane Fulton Beach of Kirksey.
Mr. Morris is the son of the late Henry Thomas Moms and Bailie
West Morris of Henry County, Tenn.
The have one daughter, Mrs. Sheila Newberry and husband. Jackie,
of Murray; one son, Alien Morris of Mayfield: and one grandson,
Mitchell Tidwell.
A reception is planned wiheir honor on Sunday. Feb. 13, from 1 to
4 p.m. in the Hospitality Room'of North Branch of Bank of Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Murray Civitan Club to
honor local preachers
The Murray Civitan Club is honoring local preachers during Civitan
International Clergy Appreciation Week, Jan. 30 to Feb. 5.
Civitan President Eva Mohler stresses the club will recognize
preachers of all religious groups during its meeting on Thursday, Feb.
3, at noon at Homeplace Family Restaurant where the guests will be
treated to a buffet dinner.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott will speak to the group relative
to various law enforcement activities in the community.
Clergy Appreciation Week began as a commemoration of the deaths
of four chaplains during World War II on Feb. 3. 1943. Aboard the
torpedoed troopship, the USS Dorchester, the chaplains gave their
lives as they surrendered their life jackets to soldiers. "This time is set
aside each year to remember this heroic deed and pay tribute to all
preachers who have dedicated themselves to making a better community and world," said President Mohler.
The Chapel of Four Chaplains is located in Philadelphia, Pa., and
was dedicated by President Harry S. Truman in 1953.

Holy Eucharist in Spanish
to be held on Wednesday
. The Holy Eucharist in Spanish
with Latin-American music will
be celebrated at St. John's Episcopal Church on Wednesday,
Feb. 2, at 5:15 p.m. in observance
of Candlemas.
Called Candelaria in Spanish,
this observance marks the 40th
day after Christmas, when the
infant Jesus would have been
brought to the Temple in Jerusalem. Traditions associated with

CAFE
HILDA

the feast include bonfires and
blessing of candles to be used
during the year.
High school and university
Spusrish classes have been invited
to particiapte as well as Spanishspeaking persons living in the
community. A supper with
"Spanish flavor" will follow the
service.
Anyone interested in joining
this celebration is invited.
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Glendale at WhIlnell

Calloway County Band Boosters/5 30
p.m +Sirloin Stockade.
Bingoi7 p m.Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club. Kentucky 034,
First Presbyterian Church% p m
Dexterrsemor activities/9 30 a m Potluck changed to Feb. 8
Wicks Cianterropen 8 am -4 p.m.ttor
senior citizens' activities.
Haupt Crantiar+open 10 a m.•2 pm/for
senior citizens' activities
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting% p in 'American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Alpha Mu 14760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International/7 p m /home of Lilloian
Cook
Budget Committee of SBDM Council
of Calloway County High School/2 45
p m +Room 409 of school
Cancer Support Group/3 p m /private
dining room of Murray-Calloway Coun•
ty Hospital. Info/Mary Linn
MS Nr.762-1100.
Bereavement Support Group Education
meeting /4 30
p m /Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Into/Nancy Rose, 762-1389

Tuesday. Feb
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital+Wal-Mart, Paris
Tenn f9-11 30 a m and 12 30-3 p m
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 pm /Haedin
Library
First Christian Church events include
prayer time for youthi7 am:pa/lot
Reunion Grouc41 p m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include evening Prayer/5 15 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Outs am and 3 p m
WMU/9 30 am. Dorothy Group w
Evelyn Jones/11 a m Bea Walker w
Eva Hale..7 pm
Calloway County High School Varsity
Boys and GII1S basketball teams play
at Marshall County.% p m
Murray High School Freshmen and
Varsity Girls and Boys basketball
teams host Reidland/5 p m
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open1330am to 1230pm and 13C
to 4 30 p m

Calhoon girl
born Jan. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Calhoon
of Hardin are the parents of a
daughter, Morgan Whitley Calhoon, bOrn on Sunday, Jan. 2, at
11:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
13 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Vickie Bogard. A brother is
Matthew Calhoon and a sister is
Magan Calhoon.
Grandparents are Herbert and
Bobby Calhoon of Murray and
Tommy and Lugenc Bogard of
Hardin. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. Bessie Bogard of Murray.
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Look Your Best
For Your Wedding.
Acrylic
Nails "au
g

/1

Set

Pedicure

$15

Hot Wax
Manicure

$10

"Aek About Our Wedding
Party Special"

Norma Jeane s
Nails
Squire Hale ltd.
Murray • 753-1137

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

D.K. Kelley's

FINAL
MARKDOWN!
Up to

80% Off
Fall & Winter
Merchandise
10-50 Racks

Early to Bed
And Early to Rise
Makes One Aware
of Rearly Great Buys
(AND THEY CAN BE FOUND
AT OUR PLACE!)

Monday, Jan. 31
Inv/Istituto Cer•mony for all Girl
Scout Troops at North Callow•y
Elementary School/630 pm
Agoraphobia, Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group/6 30 pm St John's
Episcopal Church I n Ia 753- 1907 and
ask tor Kathy
Calloway County High School Youth
Service Center meeting.'3 pm rschool
library
Calloway County wide meeting of
Sit•-based DOCIII0f1 Making Council.%
p m /East Calloway Eliam•ntary
School East Councita pm /school
New Concord Neighborhood Watch
meetinga pm /New Mt Carmel Baptist Church
Single Too7 p m /Louie's Restaurant
Info/C•lia, 753.6078. Wynnona.
753-7845. or Sandy, 753-0817
Hazel ConWrropen 10 a m .2 pm tor
senior citizens activities
Weaks Conterropen 8 am •4 pm lor
1141f1tOf citizens' actvitres
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6 30 p m
First United Methodist Church events
include Apple Pie f3rigadert 30 p m .
Reach-Out Callers V/4 p m and Adult
Disciple Bible Study/6 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/3 p m
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Varsity Girls Basketball
teams playing at Lone Oaki6 p m
Calloway County High School Freshman boys basketball team plays at
Paducah-Tilghman/6 p m
Calloway County Middle School
Eighth Grade basketball team hosts
Murray Middle/6 pm
Murray High School Boys and Girls
Varsity Basketball teams play at Marshall County High School/6 p m
Murray State University Racers play
basketball game at Tennessee State%
p.m
Murray Stele University Student
Government presents lecture by
Dengue McGee/7 30 pm /Curns Center ballroom Admission free.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department% 30 p rti ,Water Valley
Community Center
AA end Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Tuesday, Feb. 1
Murray Optimist Club/6.30
p m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p m /Louleas

40'

Dresses, mats, pants, shirts
and moire accessories &
hose included
Noy 'wring Merchandise

20% (*IF
ow WI Ai

OM St

0iSfLLf1

Law 7ine Apparel
University Squarr • %/forth 12th • Murray • 753-7441

Monday•Tuesday.W•dnasday 10-6.
Thursday & Friday 04,
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1.5
Amonewe N•C•11 SA, Cal 730

GREAT IDEA.
Looking for • gin that'• person*,
Inou9htfu1 and warty,your budgot
Try • JCPanney Styteng Salon Ord
,any salon
Cor1t500t• 11•good fa
&antics - from •tran to an omen
so
she
•GYM to
day of Oa." dm* of lots of OostralgailleYs
lo use
For the salon nearest rots
can 1 -800-542.141116
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A WHOLE NEW LOOK
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SPORTS
SUPER BOWL XXVIII

1 Dallas explodes on 0-4 Buffalo
Smith rushed for 132 yards and
By BARRY WILMER
two touchdowns, adding the Most
AP Spoils Writer
Valuable Player trophy to the
ATLANTA (AP)- When the
MVP honors he grabbed during
1.1s came to town, the Dallas
the season. "As players, we don't
Cowboys were a disaster. Five
think about being mentioned with
years later, they're close to being
the same teams in history that
a dynasty.
you may be considering in your
The Buffalo Bills aren't any
mind. The only thing we're concloser to an NFL championship
cerned about is winning ballthan they were when the 1990s
winning
and
began. But, Jim Kelly promised, ,..1,games
championships."
they'll keep at it until they get it
They've done that in remarknght.
able style since Jerry Jones
"I think the Cowboys can be
bought the floundering team and
mentioned anywhere that you put
made Jimmy Johnson coach in
them," Emmitt Smith said Sun1989. After a 1-15 record the first
day after leading Dallas to its
season, the Cowboys steadily
second straight Super Bowl vicmoved toward the top. They got
tory, 30-13 over the selfthere last year and, despite what
destructive Buffalo Bills.

Cowboys win rematch 30-13
Johnson called "all kinds of difficulties, from injuries to
(Smith's) holdout," kept the NFL
crown by handing Buffalo its
fourth straight Super Bowl
defeat.
It is a crown that fits so comfortably, the Cowboys might continue wearing it through the
decade.
"This is a confirmation,"
Jones said. "This is really the
Good Housekeeping seal of
approval."
Dallas joined Pittsburgh and
San Francisco as franchises with

four Super Bowl titles. Neither
the Steelers, the 49ers - or the
Miami Dolphins and Green Bay
Packers, other teams with successive Super wins - ever won
three straight.
And no team in any sport has
been through a championship
nightmare such as the Bills are
enduring. Not that they're ready
to give up the chase, which has
seen them fall to the Giants, Redskins and twice to the Cowboys
in Super Bowls of the '90s.
"Somebody said in the locker
room that we'll go for five in

'95,' said Thurman Thomas,
whose fumble early in the third
quarter was returned for a touchdown by James Washington,
turning around the game. "But
sure it's frustrating when we lose
four in a row. At least we could
have won one.This could have been the one.
The Bills built a 13-6 halftime
lead, outplaying the Cowboys for
much of the first two quarters.
Steve Christie set a Super Bowl
record with a 54-yard field goal,
Thomas had a 4-yard TD run and
Nate °domes' interception and
41-yard return late in the half led
to Christie's 243-yard field goal.
All Dallas had was Eddie Murray's two field goals.

"They played an excellent first
half," Cowboys tight end Jay
Novacek said, "and they were
going on to win the ball game."
Perhaps. But these are the
Bills, a team that can overwhelm
the AFC, then can't find the formula for the NFC champion in
the big game. Of course, no AFC
team has mastered that chore: the
NFC now has won 10 consecutive Super Bowls.
More often than not, NFC
teams have done so with big
plays. This time, two unlikely
sources came through.
Leon Lett, whose infamous
gaffes in last year's Super Bowl

O See Page 7

AUSTIN PEAY 83, MURRAY ST. 81

Austin Peay home cooks
Murray State for 83-81 win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. Napoleon had his Waterloo, Joe
B. Hall had his Knoxville and
Scott Edgar has his Clarksville.
Or, SO it would seem.
Murray State's young head
coach has only made three trips
to the nearby Tennessee city, but
already he's established a pattern,
if not a strong dislike for the
home of Austin Peay State
University.
"I've been down here three
times and at half it's always
close, then they widen the gap to
10 in the second half and we
fight back late," Edgar said from
a bathroom in the MSU locker
room, his press room the last
three years at Peay. "Anytime
Murray State and Austin Peay get
together its like a title game."
On Saturday night, the "title"
went to the Governors.
Though its still early in the
Ohio Valley Conference season,
Saturday's game could've gone a
long way to securing the top spot
for the Racers. Only it was Austin Peay that had security after

AUSTIN PEAY 83, MURRAY ST. 111
NOMA/ ST. (19-4)(01)
Owns 3-16 44 10 11.04ffi 24 2.2 S. W11404 1.3
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holding their breath in the final
six seconds and taking an 83-81
win over the Racers.
Jermaine Savage sank two free
throws with :06 left to give Austin Peay (6-9) a two-point lead.
Marcus Jones, who led the Racers
with a career-high 29 points, had
his pull-up 14-footer clank off
the back of the iron as time
expired to give Peay their fourthstraight win at home.
Murray State (13-4) had the
nation's fourth-longest winning
streak stopped at eight and
dropped to 6-1 in the conference
with tonight's key rematch with

Tennessee State up next.
"I think you win the OVC
championship by how you play
on the road, and you lose it at
home," said Edgar. "If we
could've gotten this one tonight,
then it separates things. It gives
them one home loss and they still
have to come to our place."
Murray State shot 37 percent
from the field and 63 percent (19
of 30) from the free throw line.
Even worse, they were .091 (1
for 11) from 3-point in the second half.
"It was not that pretty, I don't
know what Scott (Edgar) thinks,
but we hung in there and I'm
proud of our guys," said Governor head coach Dave Loos,
whose team was picked next to
last in the preseason OVC poll,
but is now 5-1 in league play.
"We didn't play smart or
together, everybody wanted to be
the hero," said junior William
Moore.
"Peay's Place". also known as
the Dunn Center, has been good
to the Governors lately. After los• See Page 7

STEVE PARKEFV1•091,I

Pirates take own sweet time
in dashing Tigers' A' hopes

MSU riflers
take second
in Withrow
Stan Report
Murray Lodger & Timor;

By MARK YOUNG
Stet Writer

The Murray State Rifle team
finished second at the 1994
Roger Withrow Invitational
held Ian. 28-30 at their own
Stewan Stadium Rifle Range.
Alaslui-Fairbinks took top
honors for the second year
with a total score of 6189.
Merray State's score of 6162
beet Kentecky's 6143 and
Tennessee Tech's 6114, Murray State is ranked eighth in
the nation.

LA CENTER - Time simply
ran out on the Murray Tigers.
Murray cut an 11 -point fourth
quarter lead down to one in the
final seconds, but with no timeouts left couldn't stop the clock,
and dropped a 49-48 decision to
Heath in the finals of the All-A
Classic Saturday night at Ballard
Memorial, giving Murray its second runner-up finish in the tournament as the Lady Tigers took
second last week.
The loss dropped Murray to
10-4 on the year and kept a streak
of sorts alive. In five years of the
tournament, the number one seed
has never won the championship.
"We had to try to play catchup
and we couldn't quite get it
done," Murray coach Cary Miller
said. "Heath played well. They
got the ball inside and we played
sporadically on defense."
The Pirates led 38-31 heading
into the fourth, but stretched the

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

'ARK YOUNG/Lodger a Times plIcao

Murray Junior Chris Chesney scored 10 points In the Tigers' 49-48 AN-A
finals loss to Heath Saturday night at Ls Canter.

HEATH 49, Murray 48
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15 44 TWee-545•4 2.1 1110414.419MO 27-4 5-75
%bawds 37 004•411941414 el Rioted 1041
NARA/ 14411
74444. IS, Chow* 10. Culls S. Calm* 5. /40.0 5,
Wem 2. 41.40.14, tr R•04,111. TOTALS 70-A 1744
75.49-94144 419 Faller 3, CalwaL 411 274173
Retcurds 25 (Rolm 12) Ream/ 10-4

MEATH
SWIM/

•

-Replacement Windows

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

Heath then missed a one-andone try, but Guthrie rebounded
and scored to make it 49-43.
After a Damian Klausmeier steal,
the Pirates had a chance to put
the game away, but missed throe
straight one-and-one front ends.
With the last few seconds ticking away, Murray's Damon
Cohoon came down and swished
a three, and Cheaney stole
Heath's inbounds pass and laid it
in with three seconds to go. But
with no timeouu left, the Tigers
could only watch the clock run
out.
"We have no excuses," Miller
said. "We missed some shots, but
that's all part of the game. We
had some good runs and some
had runs, and that's all part of it."
After a virtually even first
quarter, which ended with Murray up 13-12, the Tigers gained
control in the second period, only
to see it slip away.

margin to 42-31 early in the period. Murray got it to 43-38, but
consecutive baskets by Heath's
Michael Guthrie made it 47-38.
That's when Murray made one
last push. James Foster opened
the run with a three-pointer, followed by two Chris Chesney free
throws to make it 47-43 with
1:46 to go. Heath turned the ball
over on the next trip down, and
the Tigers' James Curtis was
fouled with 1:02 showing. He
missed the one-and-one try, and
after Foster rebounded, he was
tied up, giving the bell back to
•Spa Peg. 7
the Pirates.

-Vinyl Siding

'Lifetime Guarantee'

Ttrnes photo

Murray State senior Cedric Cumin, center, was just one of the Racers that was bottled up by Austin Peay's
stingy defense in Saturdays game at Clarksville, Tenn.
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"Check with Bob for the
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Auburn collapses against UK in 2nd half

•Austin Peay...

t first
I lay

TIMES

By JAY REEVES
Person said the Wildcats' press
cent in the second half.
team.''
14-feet, missed the shot, bet was Associated Press Writer
FROM PAGE 6
was the problem, not his
Aaron Swanson had 32 points
"This
gentleman
here
at
ing to No. 25 Cincinnati 85-75, brushed by Antwan Hoard. Savstomach.
for Auburn, 23 of those in the
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) —
Auburn is one of the best I've
age hit both charity thou with
Peay has knocked off Tennessee
"We were prepared for what
second half. But it wasn't
Auburn fans may be questioning
against,"
coached
Pitino
said.
State and Eastern Kentucky. They :06 left and Peay led 83-81.
Kentucky did," said Person.
enough.
Tommy Joe Eagles' coaching
"To
see
of
one
the
better
coachJones raced the ball down abilities after the
had 12 days to prepare for the
"But in the second half, we just
Wesley Person -- the SEC's
Tigers' 0-fores, better communicators, in the
Ractrs, coming off a five-game court in the final seconds. Just January performance, but Kenwent nuts."
leading scorer with 25 points per
go
country
this
is
through
left of the free throw line, he
bornestand.
Auburn made it to halftime
game — was held to 16 points as
tucky coach Rick Piuno isn't.
difficult."
pulled up and shot the ball lean"I guess they (Racers) thought
tied at 40 after leading by as
Nino heaped praise on Eagles
he recovered from a stomach viras
Almost
as
difficult
going
ing between two Pray defenders.
they'd come out and walk
much as 5 in the opening
after the No. 9 Wildcats handed
us. Auburn's Pat Burke, starting
through Kentucky's press, which
through us," said Petty freshman The buzzer sounded, not the
minutes. But Kentucky tightened
Auburn Its latest loss, a 91-74
in place of the injured Lance
helped generate 23 points off
whistle, and MS U's streak ended.
Bubba Wells, who scored a
the press after the break, and
drubbing that followed a wellWeems, had no points and only
turnovers.
"A lot of people are going to
career-high 27 points. "We're not
Auburn wilted.
worn script: Auburn stays close
three rebounds.
Kentucky (16-3, 6-2) got 25
talk about the last play — Did he
going to let them do that."
"The problem is they don't
through the first half before colpoints from Tony Delk, including
"But
stated.
I
get
Edgar
foukd?"
us
giving
weren't
-The papers
Rodrick Rhodes added 19
lapsing in the second.
have the depth they need," Paine,
nine in a 17-3 run that put the
respect," Wells continued. thought we lost the game in the
points for the Wildcats, including
Pitino said Auburn (5-11 oversaid. "For a team that's undergame away and kept Auburn the
six
of
first
minutes
both
halves. all, 0-8 in the Southeastern Con"Everybody's talking about Ten13 in the first half, and Andre
manned and sick, they're tough to
only team yet to win an SEC
nessee State and Murray State.
Riddick had 16.
ference) is a "superbly coached
play against."
game. The Wildcats shot 76 perThey're not talking about us."
"They came out strong in the
In Peay's 83-76 win over Tennessee State, Tiger center Carlos second half and built the lead and
Rogers got into early foul trou- then tried to give it to us and we
Sponsored By
ble. Murray State's top player. didn't take advantage."
Marcus Brown, fouled out with
Austin Peay raced out to a
10:57 to play in the game on
14-4 lead behind Wells' play
"See me tor all your fan* insurance needs'
Saturday. Brown, averaging 17.7
inside. Edgar then substitued
305 N. 12th St., Murray
points per game, played just nine
Jones and Moore into the game
( next to Century 21)
minutes and finished with six
and the two bombers hit three
points.
753-9627
3-pointers in less than a minute
Like a good neophbor
"The disappointing thing is
to give Murray a 19-16 lead. The
Staff
Report
"We
Fields.
Eddie
coach
head
State Farm Is there
Brown getting to play nine
lead would hold for most of the
Murray Lodger & Times
State Firm Insurance Companies
only hit eight of 15 free throws in
minutes," Edgar said. "You take
half until Tyrone Beck Upped in a
Horns Offices. Bloomington, Illinois
we
that
If
those
half.
hit
first
the
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. —Jenany team in the country and their
Nay miss with the buzzer soundwould've helped us."
nifer Pukes scored 21 points and
IT 1. Pa. OS
hest player only plays nine
ing to put them up 48-47.
PRO BASKETBALL
31 10 756 Parker scored 15 in the second
14oirea
seldom-used Laura Newcomb
minutes it's going to hurt"
24 14 674 3
Sae Arra
EASTERN COW ERE NCI
the
Racbring
Lady
i
half to help
n 15 961
Ulm9
area Dalelea
Lawrence Bussell was the only camq off the bench to score a
"I have no comment about the
20 21 429 11
W I. Pa. GS
D.,.
ers back to within nine, 64-55,
14 V 341 17
MI 4,444666
inside attack the Racers had, career-high 18, but the Lady Rac30 n 732 New vo*
foul trouble," said an angered
21214
071
34
3
noir
n 1 i sos 5
071x40e
with 7:41 left. But Pray hit
scoring 15 points mostly on ers couldn't overcome Austin
Brown, "...but, how can one playPark Cerra
MIMI
20 21 al 10
O na 31
10-straight free throws to seal the
Seale
awl.
20 23 446 11
Peay's fast start and fell 84-69
pu tbacks.
er foul out in nine minutes?"
n 13 4113 34
Rise.,
Janes
isse
19 n as ii
win.
26 17 5416 7
Portal
11
Plealealei
429
24
night.
124
Saturday
With Brown's departure, and
560 9
16
n
Stele
Caren
II 27 141 IS
Weelererat
Newcomb, out last year with a
15 25 375 16
"He's doing so many things for
LA Caren
Murray State (5-11, 1-6) trailed
0464410 Ora.
second-leading scorer Cedric
14 26 150 17
LA LAM.
Racers
Nrai
the
725
11
back
29
sparked
injury,
be
may
"Bussell
Edgar.
said
us,"
as
by
11-2 early and got down
12 29 293 194
6766,449
Gumm going 3 for 16 on the
,
546
Carp
k
29 12 707
Illearasi Grime
by hitting 6 of 8 three-pointers.
C14646416
22 20 524 1
our unsung hero right now."
many as 22 in the first half to
night for 10 points, the Racers
Soar, 106 Paw, 64
Carla
20 27 484 954
point.
one
at
row
a
in
six
hit
She
93
Penland
103
'la
New
17 23 425 12
Larne
give struggling Austin Peay
turned to Jones.
/14746ey'• .36114416
Senior center Antoine Teague
12 50 201 11
Winalue
Murray State, which plays at
hope.
Cream • neva 7 cc
Dart
0 32 no 20'4
Scoring 24 points in the first
had seven points and nine (5-10, 2-4)
,
Aare • Dame 7 IC 01'
outreCONFERENCE
was
WESTERN
today,
State
Tennessee
-They shot it well and hit their
Goren Sae r IA Capra 930 9 r
half, Jones hit six 3-pointers. The
lirrial Dairen
rebounds. Gumm also finished
bounded 45-30.
Racer
Lady
said
throws,"
free
6-4 senior cooled in the second
with nine rebounds.
half, but he had the ball in his
hands to tie the game at the end
F-SERIES
ESCORT • EXPLORER,
after the Racers fought hack from
TAURUS
RANGER
EXPLORER
ESCORT
F-SERIES
Ii
a 12-point deficit.
(s)
Austin Pray used a 12-0 run
in
and led 67-55 with 11:24 to play.
rri
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — a basket.
Murray then went on a 10-1 run
points
28
scored
Rogers
percent
Carlos
50
shot
Tigers
The
to pull within 68-65 with 7:51 to
and grabbed 12 rebounds as Ten- from the field during the game,
play. Gradually, the Racer press
nessee State defeated Southeast hitting 80 percent from the freeand poor Austin Peay free throw
Missouri 97-87 Saturday night. throw line. The game was Tenshooting got MSU hack into the
Tennessee State (9-8, 5-2 Ohio nessee State's 14th consecutive
game.
Valley Conference) led 48-36 at victory at home.
Leading 81-79, Peay sent Terry
halftime. The Tigers increased
Curtis Davis scored 24 points
Boykin to the free throw line.
their lead to 62-43 when Curtis for the Tigers. Rico Beasley
The senior missed both shots and
Davis hit a layup with 13:45 left added 18.
Gumm came back for the Racers
to play.
Luther Bonds led Southeast
and drilled a 10-foot jumper to
•
The Indians (8-8, 3-4) never Missouri with 18 points. Curtis
tie the game at 81-81 with :36
led in the second half. The clos- Shelton and Jermall Morgan each
left.
est they got was 89-84 with :54 had 17. Keith Brooks added 11.
Working the shot clock down,
remaining when Keith Brooks hit
Peay's Savage leaned in from
•

I

SCOREBOARD

Lady Racers fall
at Peay Saturday

Jane Rogers Ins.

....

TSU tops SEMO 97-87

OF ALL DOMESTIC AND
IMPORT CARS AND TRUCKS
SOLD IN THE U.S.,
5 OF THE TOP 10 ARE FORDS!
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•Dallas explodes...
FROM PAGE 6
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only
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and then on Thanksgiving already
are legendary, hit Thomas. Safety
James Washington, who lost his
job to Darren Woodson this season, picked it up and patiently
weaved his way to the end zone
for a 46-yard touchdown.
"It seemed like I ran forever,"
said Washington, who also forced
Thomas' fumble in the first quarter and had a third-quarter interception. Dallas got 10 points out
of those turnovers.
"I don't know what it is,"
Thomas said. "When we get to
this final game, we seem to blow
up.
"Overall, I think our team did
a great job and I can sit up here
and take the blame, because I
really did change the
momentum."
The Cowboys scored on their
next possession as Smith ran in
from 15 yards. Smith had 61 of
the 64 yards on the drive.
Ahead 20-13, Dallas got more
assertive. Buffalo wilted.
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By the middle of the final
quarts-, the only suspense was
whether Smith or Washington

would be named MVP.
"Emmitt is my frat buddy,"
Washington said. "If it wasn't
for Emmitt, we wouldn't be here,
and I have no regrets that he got
it. I was hoping to go to Disney
World, but since 1 live in LA, I'll
go to Disneyland."
The Bills will go back to western New York, listen to another
offseason of runner-up queries
and another season of "No, not
them" wishes. They'll shrug, go
about their business and, quite
possibly, be right back in the
Super Bowl.
"You know, the thing is I can
always smile about it, because we
had a hell of a year, and we've
shown the resiliency of this
team," Jim Kelly said. "I have
to know that next year will come
around, and our goal is going to
be the same. So until anybody
proves different, we're still the
team to beat in the AFC, and
we'll do it until we do it right."
With the Cowboys around, that
could take a while.

f-SERIES The world's #1 selling vehicle!
America's #1 selling sport utility!
FXPLORER
America's #1 selling compact pickup!
EANCFR
TAURUS America's #1 award winner! - Best Selling Car
America's #1 selling small car!
ESCORT

•Pirates take own sweet...
FROM PAGE 6
Heath led 12-9 late in the first
quarter before Murray put
together a 16-2 run. After taking
the 13-12 first period edge, the
Tigers outscored Heath 12-2 in
the first four minutes of the second frame, with Foster scoring
six, including a steal and an electrifying dunk.
When Curtis dropped in a jumper in the lane, Murray led 25-14
with four minutes left in the first
half, and seemed in control of the
game.
But then Curtis went to the
bench for a rest. From that point.
Murray went scoreless for the
next eight minutes, with shot
after shot rolling off the rim.
while Heath was unstoppable,
scoring 19 points. The Pirates
scored 13 points in the last four
minutes of the first half to take a
27-25 halftime edge, then tallied
the first six points of the third
stanza to go up 33-25.

Murray's next score came with
3:46 to go in the third, a layup by
Cheaney, but the damage was
done, and the Tigers were never
able to regain the lead.
Foster led all scorers with 19
points while Cheaney added 10.
Murray was 17 of 48 from the
field, including just five of 19
from three-point range, and was
nine of 13 from the free throw
line. Heath outreboundecl Murray
27-26, with Foster grabbing 12
boards for the Tigers.
Klausmeier paced Heath with
18 points while Guthrie tossed in
11. The Pirates were 19 of 44
from the outside, including two
of nine from three-point range,
and nine of 15 at the free throw
stripe.
"Klausmeier hit a three to start
their run and that got their
momentum going," Miller said.
"Their offense got on a roll and
they picked their defensive pressure up. They got some turnovers

John Parker
753-1833

and our lead went to even at halftime. Then we were trying to get
it back all at once. You don't lose
a lead all at once and you don't
get it back that way either."
Murray returns to Fourth District action tonight, facing Marshall County at Draffenville.
•Allen and Foster were named
to the All-A Classic's all tournament team was Damon
Cohoon was named to the allacademic team.

Greg Bailey
435-4266

Joe Parker
753-2656

David Parker
759-1980

Joe Rowland

753-8013

mas ones Charlie Hargrove Larry McCully
753-4552
753-0303
753-5405

Nick Ryan
436-2486

Joe Atkins
759-9859

Ron Wright
753-0156

Dwight McDowell
753-9902

"You Will Be Satisfied"
Kentucky
vs
1.51.11

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

2 Nights Bus Trip Includes
T.tkets • Ili. Fare • H,,,t1

Excellent Accommodations
Deparlure Mon. Feb. 14th
lorIgong Jachso.), MS
Toes , Feb. 15
Lndling Raton Rouge. 1.01
Return Feb

11;fh

PHONE 442-5504

-4
131.

701 Main St. • Murray, Ky. • 1-800-453-0273 or (502) 753-5273
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ESCORT

E XPLORER

RANGER

TAURUS • F-SERIES
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1994 Murray State Racers!

MURRAY STATE
at Tennessee State
Monday,January 31, 8:30 p.m.

Thornton
Tile and
Marble
Visit Our Showroom
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

753-5719
612 South 9th Street

All The Way
RACERS!

The Squad

The Game
Coming offs tough loss at Austin Pray on
Saturday, the Murray State Racers face Tennessee
State in a key Ohio Valley Conference matchup.
Tipoff is set for 8:30 p.m. CST. All Murray
State basketball games are broadcast on the Racer
Sports Network, flagship station WBLN (103.7).
Mull Bradley and Sam Rickman call the action. The
game will also be broadcast locally on Murray
Cablevission Channel 34.

The Racers
The Racers are 14-3 and 6-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference after an 83-81 loss at Austin Peay
on Saturday. Marcus Jones tossed in 29 points to lead
the Racers.
Marcus Brown leads the Racers at 17.1,
while Jones averages 14.5 points per contest. Cedric
Gumm averages 12.7 ppg and Antwan Hoard
averages 10.7. In OVC play, William Moore averages
12.7 points per game.

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs. electronic fuel
infection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems

The Tigers
The Tigers are 9-8 overall and 5-2 in the
Ohio Valley Conference. TSU has won five of their
last six, with the only loss coming to the Racers in
Murray a week ago.
Carlos Rogers leads TSU at 22.6 points and
10.0 rebounds, both tops in the OVC. Curtis Davis
averages 13.5 points per contest, while Rico Beasley
is at 11.6 and Tim Horton at 11.4.
The Tigers, defending OVC Champions, are
coached by Frankie Allen.

619 S. 4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

Probable starting lineup for Murray State;

PO, Na. Name WetG
G
F
F
F

4
5
14
25
20

Cedric Gumm (6-0, Sr)
Marcus Brown (6-3, So.)
Jerry Wilson (6-7, Sr.)
Lawrence Russell (6±4, Sr.)
Antwan Hoard (6-6, Sr.)

1993-94
12.7 ppg
17.7 pirg
6.6 ppg
7.4 ppg
10.7 ppg

BEFORE THE GAME
Daily Specials
-60 hem Food & Sundae Bar
•U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily

Off the bench:
Fes.
G
C
F
C
G
G
G
G

Na. Name(Hgt,S1.)
10
44
22
3
34
31
35
42

Kenneth Ta)lor (5-10, So.)
Michael James (6-8, Sr.)
Vincent Rainey (6-4, Fr.)
Antoine Teague (6-10, Sr.)
William Moore (6-0, Jr.)
Marcus Jones(6-3, Sr.)
Nathan Howard (5-11, Fr.)
Jarred Martin (5-11, Fr.)

1913-94
4.4 ppg
4.5 ppg
4.5 ppg
5.9 ppg
9.9 ppg
14.5 ppg
4.0 ppg
2.3 ppg

SIRLOIN
STOCKADEt
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

The Coach
Scott Edgar is 48-29(.623) overall in his
third season as head coach of the Murray State
Racers, including a 28-9(.757) record in OVC play.
The 1992 OVC Coach of the Year, Edgar spent 11
seasons under Nolan Richardson at Arkansas and at
Tulsa. He is a 1978 graduate of PittsburghJohnstown.

The History

season,

The Tigers took all three games last
but the Racers defeated TSU 90-79 in Murray a week
ago and still lead the 4ries 14-5.
In front of a standing room only crowd in
Racer Arena, Marcus Jones tossed in 21 points while
Marcus Brown had 16 to pace a balanced Racer
attack.
Carlos Rogers led TSU with 23 points.

TJ's Friday &
Saturday Night Buffet

Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0045

Ttans-Tune Special
•FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment
if applicable)
•Lir..kage Adjusted
•Throttle Pressure
Checked
•Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
-Clean Filter
if applicable)
*Filter Extra

753-6577

TRANSMISSION
Good id both Laabood • "alba&

bldrr.

Mos.-Frt. I aalu-5 p.m._
2$4 N. 451 • Murray

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas
Ky. Lottery

One Price
Includes It All!
Bar-B-O Ribs
Pond Raised
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Food Bar
;:17
, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar
Includes Drink
Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho Is Good Food.

Bel-Alr Center, Murray
753-0440

Kenneth Taylor
5-10, So., G
Little Rock, Ark.

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
All Major Credit Cards

About Kenneth:
Nicknamed "KT," Kenneth battled
injuries most of his freshman year, but has had
some solid performances during his sophomore

Good Luck
Racers!
from

urra

campaign. A native of Little Rock, Kenneth was

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

a two-year starter at Parkview Little Rock,
where his team finished 10th in the nation in the
USA Today Super 25 poll.
Kenneth currently averages 4.4 points
and 1.6 rebounds a game, and has 17 assists on

the season. He is hitting 46.9 percent from the
104 Maple St. • 753-3161
Where every foot
is a square deal.

MERCURY
LINCOLN

floor

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • (502)753-5273

Power Tools

Best of Luck

Norsworthy Building
Supply St Cabinetry

611 SUPER SHE

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY

IS A GOOD AGENT
Wed like to have

the opportunity to

'"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East. Main 753-3540

UNDERHILL
MOTOR SALES
Hwy. 121 South • Murray

show you what we
mean with quality
protection and service Call us today.

*Specialize In Kitchen &
Bath Designs & Installation
*Formica & Conan Tops
*Interior Doors •
*Exterior Doors
''Moldings
*Stair Parts

753-3669

759-1007

Randall & Joyce Underhill

1918 Coldwater Road
Murray

41•1

Purchase A

6 Pack Of Tacos
Receive A

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Purdom, Thurman
McNutt
Court Square
Southold*
753-4451

FREE

20 oz. Soft Drink
OW.. or... coupon when *Month line one
morn ow,"don po, Ada Nod path den wed.
do. Odra era, w petkapallIng TACO SE
wow.,
anis lad nog

Hwy. 641 (121h St.) Murray
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III Crash survivor...

DEATHS

FROM PAGE 1
Some days. he just can't bring himself by that gently sloping
curve a few miles west of Cadiz where the small car carrying the
boys fishtailed inuJ the nose of his sturdy four-whed-drive vehicle
on Dec. 15.
"Unless I choose to take a another road. I have to drive right by
that spot. So some days I take an alternate mute," Richardson said
in his first interview since the accident.
He was driving home from work at Murray State University
when the car abruptly spun into his lane. Richardson jammed the
brakes as his Toyota 4-Runner nosed into the driver-side door of
the approaching liprida Civic.
"It all happened in an instant. The headlights were there, then
they were gone," he said. And then the crash.
He suffered a knee injury, venous cuts and painful, livid bruises
around his hips and diagonally across his chest where a seat belt
and shoulder harness restrained him and, he says, saved his life.
"Later that night in the hospital, I wondered to myself, 'who was
it? It could have been a total stranger traveling through Trigg
County,"' he said.
The next morning, his minister told him some of the town's hest
and brightest kids had died. Among them was Steven Wallace, 17,
a star baseball player and his daughter Rachel's devoted boyfriend.
"You keep asking yourself, 'Why did I have to be the one who
had to be there at that instant?" Richardson said.
He is comforted by the deep friendships that permeate life in this
to
f 2,000 people and the letters from well-wishers nationwide.
one, each of the families of the boys has visited the
One
Richardsons to remember, to weep and to comfort each other. But
the sorrow is unrelenting.
"Yes. I get up and go to work every day, and yes, I run through
the motions of daily life, but I still have my private moments I
share with myself," he said as tears rolled into his graying beard.
"But there's not a day that goes by when you don't think about
it.''

Osee Tharpe
Osee Tlarpe, 78, Chicago, Iii died there recently. He was a former
resident of Mansfield, Tenn.
He reured from Chicago Extruder Metal Company after 38 years ol
service. He was a member of New Hope Methodist Church at Mansfield and of Masonic Lodge.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Jan Tharpe; two daughters, Margaret Tharpe-Lilly and Loretta Tharpe, Chicago; one son. Curtis
Tharpe Sr., Chicago; two stepdaughters, Joycelyn Hardin and Jennifer
Hardin, Hazel; several grandchildren, great-grandchildren and greatgreat-grandchildren.
Also surviving are five sisters, Mrs. Johnnie Mae Dunlap, Puryear,
Tenn.. Mrs. Iola Teague and Mrs. Vallena Teague, Pans. Tenn.. Ms.
Jessie Tharpe. Mansfield, and Mrs. Blanche Teague, Maywood, Ill.;
three brothers, Winston Tharpe, Mansfield, Leslie Tharpe, Gary, Ind.,
and Granville Tharpe, Chicago.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Union Grove Missionary
Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn. The Rev. A. Taylor will officiate.
Burial will follow in the New Hope Cemetery at Mansfield with
arrangements by Mason's Memorial Chapel of Mayfield.
Friends may call at the church after 11 a.m. Tuesday.

IN Greenspan...
FROM PAGE 1
rates were at "abnormally low"
levels currently and he said that
the central bank must avoid the
mistakes of the past when policymakers waited too long to
respond to inflationary pressures.
Greenspan said that while there
were no current visible signs of
growing inflationary pressure,
policy-makers could not afford to
be complacent.
"By the time inflation pressures are evident, many imbalances that are costly to rectify
have already developed, and only
harsh monetary therapy can
restore the financial stability
necessary to sustain growth," he
said.
"This situation regrettably has
„arisen too often in the past,"
Greenspan told the committee.
The Clinton administration,
which has made low interest rates
the centerpiece of its economic
program, has been insisting lately
that there was no need for the
central hank to tighten credit conditions because inflationary pressures were nonexistent.
However, many private economists have been forecasting
that the Fed would soon move to
boost the short-term rates — possibly as soon as the end of February — as a way of letting financial markets know the central
bank was being vigilant.
Many economists are looking
for the Fed to increase the federal
funds rate, the interest that banks

15
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Investments Since 185 1

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Chg

Pnce

Dow Jones Ind, Avg..-.-_•10.70
DJ1A Previous Close..-.-3945.43
Air Products_.__._._._._ 48'18-311
Briggs & Stratton..,,, 851/3 lair
Bristol Myers Squibb ,,,54L/ vac
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Murray, KY 42071
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Horn of Africa country where
350,000 people died the previous
year from famine and clan warfare. Al least 32 Americans died
in Somalia since the humanitarian
mission began.
Moments after today's shooting, dorms of Somalis shouting
"Americans, Americans! Sec
what they did!" picked up the
bodies of wounded and dead, put
them on wheelbarrows and rolled
them away.
Somalis said at least five people died.

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have.,to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Fiume Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.

Femily Conaidenaton• plans •re underentlan 5, Uniled Vann), LAN
Insurance Com pe ny

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
RECEIVE UP TO 2 MONTHS
FREE HOME DELIVERY!!
15.00
'
$28.50

6 Month Subscription

-1 Payment Enclosed
urray Ledger & Times

Fern Gal AN 10

MIA I013

I Additional Month FREE!!

Mail In Thn, Coupon Or
Come By the I edger di TInws

Thla .MALIfill Includes a V/ Aryl year bono•
.
RAir as of 12-1043 nabeaci 0cheaag

753-4461

1004

Oiler end. I chruart

: FREE!!
$57.00 2 Additional Month,

1 Year Subscription

Golden Hole Insurance Company Bated '4•'
(Superser) by AM Boat Ti,,. rung inchoate..
finenagal Wendt'', and stanlity

East Main St.

753-6800

The Most Complete News Coverage
of Calloway County!

Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
5024591M

Holland Motor Sales

is

1

M. WAYNE
BENNETT

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rates

iii

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"

3 Month Subscription

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

(-las

p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
7.55-2.1611
rid/.1

C J.in.• 7

Sal

There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your

FROM PAGE 1
was on its way to meet with representatives of clan leader
Mohamed Farrah Aidid's
coalition.
The U.S. spokesman, Stevenson McIlvaine, said the 22 Marines in the convoy reported they
were fired on around 11 a.m, by
at least two Somali gunmen, one
from the bush and another from
outside a building. He said they
believed they hit two gunmen.
No American was injured but
one Humvee was struck by two
bullets and another by one shot,
Mellvaine said.
The commander of Bangladeshi troops guarding a nearby
traffic circle said that there could
have been snipers but that his
men did not see any. "The first
fire that attracted our attention
was American fire," said Maj.
K.G. Haider.
Haider also said he felt the
Marines fired "indiscriminately
toward the crowd."
McIlvaine disagreed with the
witnesses' accounts on nearly all
points. He said the Marines know
only to fire in self-defense.
About 5,000 American servicemen are still in Somalia as part of
the U.N. peacekeeping force, but
the U.S. contingent is gradually
withdrawing to meet President
Clinton's order to be gone by
March 31.
The U.S. mission began Dec.
9, 1992, when a U.S.-led multinational military force landed to
protect relief supplies in this

Greenspan's comments today
had been eagerly awaited by
financial markets for signs of
what the central bank planned to
do. It was his first testimony on
the state of the economy since
last July.
Greenspan acknowledged to
the committee that it was "a difficult task" for the Fed to know
exactly when to move to start
pushing rates higher.
But referring to short-term
interest rates he said, "At some
point, absent an unexpected and
prolonged weakening of economic activity, we will need to move
them to a more neutral stance."
Greenspan used the term
"neutral stance" to indicate
pushing rates higher from their
low levels of today.
"We will have to make the
judgement as to how long we can
continue monetary accommodation without sowing the seeds of
another bout of inflationary instability accompanied by rising
long-term rates," Greenspan said.
"Such an outcome would bode
ill for economic growth in 1995
and beyond," Greenspan said in
what could be taken as a warning
to Democratic politicians concerned about holding onto the
White House in 1996.
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3834-14
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'Y

charge each other, by perhaps
0.25 percentage point sometime
in the next two months and then
provide a second quarter-point
increase later in the year.
The funds rate has been at a
three-decade low of 3 percent
since September 1992.
"I think a slight amount of
tightening would reassure the
markets without harming the economy," said Bruce Steinberg, an
economist at Merrill Lynch in
New York. "If the economy
slows to a more sustainable rate
in coming months, the Fed will
not have to do more.
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— This Is An Introductory Offer For New Subscrikel ONLY —

Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
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753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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TEMPTATIONS
Restaurant & Catering

102 South hill • Powntown Murray • 7534116

wito

Now Open
Monday-Friday
For Lunch
pin.
11
I raturing ii "I ite" Arena I mit Ihm

OPEN EVENINGS
Thursday, Friday &
Saturday
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

0 EVERY
4
. 4100 THURSDAY
NIGHT
4. featuring
Authentic
NILXICAN DIsms

•
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AN AD

QpyAsk
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Reader Adl
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Mies Ciassfeeds go free Shore
ping Guide $2.00 extra for
blind box oda
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010
020
025
030
040
050

ANNOuNCIMENIS
Lego Nonce
Notice
Personas
Cora of Thar-es
In Memory
LOS! & FOunci
FARMERS MARKET

• 90
370
390
4130
550

Form EcAmment
Livestock & Supplies
Pokiltry & Reatartie
Produce
Food & Seas

753- 19 6

CA L L

REAL ESIAIE SALES
Motels Homes For Sae
For S.a Lease
Home loons
Rear Estate
..............
.......
L.Proper
lots For Sore
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sae

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
hieip
Domeatic & Cnicic ore
Snu011On Wonteri
business Ooport.ernr
inse„cce

080
230
250
290
530

ineuranc•
Exterminating
Business Senecas
Heanng & Cooling
Services Cease

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Hornes for Peni
280
285 Mobile Horne LOrS for Rent
Kamen Rentals
300
Wont To Rent
310
Apatteents For Rent
320
Rooms For Pent
330
Houses For Rent
340
or Rent or Lease
3eC.,

470
480
485
440
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto SerisCirs
Auto Ports
UNDO Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Morors

060
070
090
100
110

ADJUSTMENTS

120
130
140
150
155
140
165
170
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Conputers
Fa $ow Cei Trace
,.. Wont To Buy
Arlicle• For Sole
AIX410nees
Home Furrehings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
neovy Equprhent
SP°'"ts EQuarernt
Firewood
Mused
Mucelloneour
TV & Patio
Pen & Suoplies

Advertisers are requested lo
check the Orst Insertion of
Mot oda for any entre Murrcry
Ledger & Rimer krill be responsible kw only one incased Insertion. Any error
should be repoded irneneelarray so coerections cat be
mode.

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

OFFICE HOURS.
,

MISCELLANEOUS
Putec Sole
For Trade
Fie. Cr:runic,
Wonted

40
540
560
570

Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 orn.-12 p.m.
• Deadlines me 2 days
an advanced

010
Lagel
Nonce

Help
Mead

Make

FOR SALE
Carrier, split-System, 3-ton, heat pump
(SEER 12 & 15kW of auxiliary heat)

Happy
30th
Johnny Ray!

CLASSIFIED

Condensing unit and air-handler
approx. 2 years old
Also available for separate bid:
200 amp breaker box, weather-head,
and meter base.
ALL BIDS ARE TO BE SEALED!
Send all bids to:
West Kentucky RECC
P.O. Box 589
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
ATTN: Ron Mays
Equipment Can be Seen at: AAM fitg. &
Clg., Mayfield, Ky. 247-6798 For more
information, contact: Robert Johnson,
TVA, Mayfield, Ky. (502) 247-2442
Bids will be opened st 10 a.m., February 15,1994
at West Kentucky RECC, 1218 West Broadway,
Maytlekt, Ky.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
tion call
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199
n-ss iota ore., evsor

America $ Second Car

WILDLIFE!'
DERMATOLOGY of MurCONSERVATION JOBS
ray is presently seeking
Game wardens. security,
part time office help If you
maintranarce etc No exp
can type. work well with
Now hiring For
necessary
people, have a pleasant.
into cell 219-7940010 en
upbeat attitude, arid enioy
working in a small, well ran 7159 8am Opm 7 days
&hoe, we want to hear from
you' Please si...bnit rosJrne
to 300 S Bth. Suite 281 W
All potential canddates will
be contacted personally for
an interview No phone
calls please

'1 I I OL_B_
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Heath, Tad &
our 'Mitsubishi

\cam leane's
Hot Wax
Treat
Yourself Manicure

530 set

$10
753-1137

DO you know how to sell
maintenance and specilty
chemicals? Are the commissions you've received
for your efforts less than
35%7 If so, we want to
explain one of the best
commissioning arrangements in the industry A
money mobvated, success
oriented, sell starter can
expect a $40,000 first year
Clark
Gary
Call

SAFETY Advisors, $2150
per mane' Company sd
train Call Mon-Thur.
only,
9arn•lpm
615-399-8260

Income Tax
By

Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

1-830-282-2133 EOPMF

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the tolure and help to get a solid
career/ We have 72 JOB
openings for people 16 the,
21 that are not full bine high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
ATTENTION Murray between 8 00am 3 00pm
Postal Jobs, $12 281,r to We are an EOE This prostart plus benefit Postal pot a funded by the Westcarriers, sorters, clerks, ern Kentucky Private Inmaintamance For an appli- dustry Counc.4 JTPA
cation and exam information call 1-219-736-4715
Meat
Experienced
ext 3482. Elam-8prn 7days
Cutler needed, full
COMPUTER Service
position.
time
OPEN FEB. 10 PIZZA Technician Knowledge in
Apply to
MAGIC, AURORA Open system configuration, MSThursday, Fnday & Satur- DOS, and Windows Must
P.O. Box 1040A,
day at 5pm Closed Sunday be able to install peripheral
Murray, KY 42071 •
thru Wednesday Pizza, sa- devices and do some minor
lads, hot sandwiches. system repair Good intergyros, breadsticks Dine-in personal skills, a must DRIVERS $28 000 to
or carry-out 474-8119, Send resume to PO Box $31,000 first year earnings
Excellent benefits Late
1022, Murray, KY 42071
1-800-649-3804
model equipment Weekly
pay St 000 sign on bonus
for exp OTR drivers tyr
OTR exp Class A CDL
Paschall Truck Lines Inc.
PTL, 1-800-848 0405,
Dept AJ-54
FOUND young female
Rottweiler near Eim Grove
area 753-4106

SEARS

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only .;
Run a Classified Line Asz
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days froso

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of Ma
Sale and

WANTED Retied parson
to do promo labor evolving his plumbing and elec.
treed roper at very reasonable rases 753-7963

SAVE!

Call

916
753-1
to place your ad.

DRIVERS Drive for the top
truckload refrigerated carnet in kinerical Outstand
op pay and miles over
1300, mile average length
of haul Opportunity to he
come an owner operator
with our no down payment
lease option plan Ask our
drivers about the Prime op
portunity Students accepted for team 2nd seatz
Prwrie, Inc , 8(X) 224 4585
Dept AD 42
LOCAL home health care
company has immediate
!Ultimo opening for office
assistant Pashtos requires
clerical & manual labor
Apply in person at Notland
Medical, 905 Arcadia
Dirde Teusday. Feb 1st
thru Thursday Feb 3rd
between gam 12noon No
phone calls please

WANTED...

Hazardous Material
Part Time Instructors

Starting Dater Immediately' Qualifications: Instructor Experience and/or expertise in OSHA/
EPA standards for I lazardous Materials, Transportation, or Fork Lift operations Responsibilities:
Instruction to employees of various industries
To Apply" Send
Application Deadline: Open
letter of application, vita and/or resume with a
minimum of two references to Director, Occupetional Safety & I lealth Training Center, Murray
State University, 1 Murray St_ Murray, KY 42071

RESIDENT advisors Ice so
week program Must be 21
years of age, have metpets two years college with
oumulatrve 25 CPA UB
and resident advisor experience preferred Send eater
of applicason, resume with
names and phone numbers
or two references re copy
of transcript to Upward
Bound. Murray State University. Murray, KY 42071.
by Feb 28. 1994 k4SU
does not clearninala on
the bees of race, color.
hindicav or9n. sex or
nalenakey.
TEACHERS for saence.
math, English. soaal studies, reading, computers
for six week prcgrarn Bachelors degree in educeban. valid ht school 9-12
certetn,ation, end aspenonce working wish disadvantaged students preferred Send letter 01 application. resume, names,
and phone numbers of two
references veth copy of
tlfiCallOrl to Upward Bound,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 by Feb
28, 1994 MSU does not
discriminate on ter basis of
race, color. naricoakty, origin sex or handicap

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a -guaranteed issue- basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 AM. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

CLEANING houses a my
business Rebates and ex
penenced. reticence. Call
Linda 759-0553
WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474-2131 after 3pm. ask for
Betty or leave message
Lien

Pasilbe
ALTERATIONS and re
pars Reread gowns 8 tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
County Square, 1606 N
121, Murray 753-6981

With their picture & message,

To quality for interview, please call
(901)
642-8881
Mon.(1/31)6 Tues
(2/1) only from 9
pm Ask
Hughes
for Mr
Sony, no phone
learners

• • • ACCOUNTANT • • •
Kentucky-Tennessee Cley Company has an
opening for an Accountant at its corporate
offices in Mayfield, Kentucky Responsibilities
Include financial and cost accounting Assists
In management of central computer system
and remote nodes including liaison with users,
corporate, IS, vendors, etc, develop user specl
fications for programming reports, training
and maintenance of system The trucoessful
candidate will have a Bachelor s Degree in
amounting with IS amphasa Knowledge of
Lotus 1-2-3 and computer based accounting
systems Several years accounting experience
and Spanish language skills are a plus
KT has a good benefit and relccat ion package, salary DOE If interested, please send an
updated resume plus salary history to

Lourdes Hospital is now accepting applications/resumes for the position of full-time
Clinical Nurse Specialist Medical/Surgical
Qualified applicant must possess a minimum of three to five years nursing experience
in Medical/Surgical areas, excellent clinical
and organizational skills and MSN
Salary commensurate to experience Excellent benefit package.
For more information, contact LaVaughn
Watson, Senior Director at 444-2277 or
Amaryllis Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or
1-800-633-1178 (in Ky.) or 1-800-626-5435

bLOURDES
HOSPITAL
The Heart and Mind of Healthcare
153)Lore Oak Road • Palucah, KY 42003
A

ue-04-

very -4444•Sysam

Or a

Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

liuil
11111
,

GRANDMOM,

Happy
Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family!
Love,
Kristin

11 you des-re a career in a growing
company and you
are tired of dead end
positions, we have
positions available
We offer
•Comprehensrve
Training

.Advancement
Opportunities

Lowest Rates in Town,
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

sulugusE yougc v5LLENTINE

Career
Opportunity

tEscellent
Compensation

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

CLINICAL NURSE SPECIALIST
MEDICAL/SURGICAL

Dana*
Madam

PARTTIME clerical post
Don, computer skills re
quired, local non profit or
panizetion, EOE Send re
SUMO to PO Box 1040 V
Murray, KY 42071

.Week Day
Working Conditions

Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

10111/VIII,,11

Arn

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Locations Coast io Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Company
Manager of Human Resources
P.O. Boa 6002
Mayfield, Kentucky 4E066

MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL
and
INJECTION
MOLDING
SUPERVISOR
NEEDED
Send resume to
Purchase Plastics. Inc.
P0 Box 5310
Mayfield, KY 42066
Or call
502-247-3377

%fumy Sae Lniverrty ne In equal education sad
employmera oppoetunty. 161/F/D/, AA nrclom

Ugl9Puckling

You're sweet as candy,
I'm glad you are near.
I just think your dandy.
If you need me I'm here.
ttill

Love ya always,
BTO

hut
Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & liovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
( la.o.ified

Advertising Dept.

swwwwwmapiallaMaleallailleM111101111111.110"Pa

753-1916
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIMES

PeeNee
Walesa

Fes SO

SEWING lobs warted, irt
eluding formal wear
753-1061

bralasse
Oppereetel
A 18 Uwe Mule GO011erneatery greeting card bumness No aellang Hequifile
10 irs per weak income
to $1 000 a week Invade
mere required $15 6000
1400-922 7454

NEW mew sang 1k fooling Cover 36' cut to angth
in 10 colors galvanized
and (*volume Secondely
I awallabie Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
ROOFING ar $4 Per 6961
% partica board $6 Per
sheet Los °dumber mai
& bargees of all kinds
Plywood II chip bawd ail°
Corns & seal Poachers
Salvage (901) e08-8964
Hoy 641 S of Hazel
SOUD oak entertainnwint
canter $1 000 value $350
753-7275 alter 5pm

CASH paid for good, used
Mae, shotguns and patois Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

SUN tanning beds new
used. financing available
Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 ,
1 800-5409790

ANTIOUES by the piece or
printer,
collections Call 753-9433 TRS 80 computer &
$150 Also 'Body Plus
after 5pm
workout station with stair
CASH for mobile home stepper, $275 759-1518
ems & axles 436-2578
WINDOWS, plywood tag
901-6440679
liquidation of building ma
DISNEY movies AM Dogs anal Selling cheap while it
Go To Heaven. Cinderelts, lasts Paschall s Salvage,
The Lady And The Tramp, (9011498 8964 Hwy 6415
and The Ledo Mermaid of Hazel
753-0199

iso

2.5 Eg 414 9 g ill g 5

FISHER Price toys (all
Horne
kinds), lountan pens, wrist
Furnishings
and pocket waehes kids
metal lunch boxes, toe 3PC decorative Wing room
glassware. furniture and set Couch, chair, love sea
appliances 753 7047 & 3 matching pillows
Gray s Flea Market 609A
beige. brown & spice color
South
pleated ruffles on base, ex
talent conduces Originally
ion
$800, will take $300.
Articles
489-2699
For Site
MUST sell Table & 4 cush104 FT brake. Pro Two. for ioned chairs
Call
vinyl siding 436-2701
759-2599
BAHAMA CRUISE! 5 PLUSH carpet, light beige
dayar4 nights, Under- in CO/Or, nice looking,good
book•dl Must s•111 condition Price $130
5279/Couple Limited tick
759-1048
ets (4b7) 767-8100 ext
4395 Mon Ser 9arn-lOprn
210
BOGARD trucking and ex
inc We haul top
soil, gravel fill dirt while
rock np rap 759 1828

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

CAMCORDER excellent
condition Call 437-4327

FIREWOOD, also tree service can 436-2562

Firewood

id

INDUSTRIAL size desk,
250
$75, 30 gallon ftsh tank,'
Business
accessones included. $75
Services
electric dryer, $100 Call
K TI and Associates offer759-9629
ing a full line of investigative
LARGE stock of fiberglass, services Bel Air Center
roofing & underpinning
753-3868 or 436-6099
Start at $1 a sheet & up
Paschars Salvage. (9011 MAYBELLE Joyner Bri498-8964, Hwy 641 S of dals, Wingo, KY Latest
Hazel
styles prom gowns and bridal gowns. Great prices
MATTRESSES, any size
Expert alterations. Shown
Buy factory dire& Ask abby appointment 376-5387
out our Repads I Smrth MatFactory
tress
502-651-3160
270
NAVY sat size 8. black
Mobile
leather coat size 12, rabbit
Homes For Sale
coat size 12 753-7394
12X60 28R real nice well
QUEEN Size captain water taken care of $7000 Gall
bed with 12 drawers, $300
Mon Fn 753-9428
759-9816 after 5-pm

:e
al
x-

Of

or
S.

••••11.

12480 NEW masa gee
heater. 2Or. I bati. needs
$2.500 obe
work
345-2111
14x70, EXCELLENT condition. Ite 114 Imes custom
built wood fir•pisc•
6/4 X 1 3
deck, central het underpinning included Garbage deposal. diarmashee & stove
ittlocio Gall 759-4481
Detroit built
1971 281 Maier 13 200
5pm, 436 5701
Cal at
1993 GATEWAY Mode
Home 14x60 2br I bath
compl•teity furnished
502-7537753 after sale
30 days possession
CUMMINGS Maier PONS
Specializing in mobile
home etectnc services 200
lime $375 100 camp $325
435-4027
ENERGY efficient horns.
at special discount prices
See the Housing Loader
Dinkins Mobile Homms.
Inc. 2427 E Wood St.
Pans. TN 1-900 642 4891

*WM
Homes For Rem
10X55 2BR at Grogan'
$165imo tease 11 depose
759-2570 753-3860
2BR Grogan 8 Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Coteman RE 753-9898
2BR, stove & refrigerator
furnished gas central Na
5200/mo, $200 deposit
firm 12 nlieS east of Mur
ray, Hwy 94 II 497
474-2100
20R traler No pets 1608
N 16th St 753-9866
2 or 3br,
SHADY Oaks
electric or gas Walking do
tance to college 753-5209

Nola,
Heats LeN Far Rail
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

Rushee,
Reads
4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753-4509
803-220050 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

COMMERCIAL braiding for
rent Greet location, zoned
right Available immediately 404 So 12th St
753-7435 days, 753-3966
nights
DOWNTOWN office
space-Court Squ•re
upstairs-beginning at 6103
includes teepee Gail Deboy at 753-1266
PROPERTY now available
on Chestnut near the university Building approximately 4,000 sq ft and 101
approximately 400 feet
deep Call Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
502-753-1492
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

(Dam/ opal a 600,

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
Mourn is Se Halo Road •,91.4 on Sc Hale Road 1,4 •nlia
110144440111 OFKIANi/A1 ON
0/1 1/ 10 aft SLIM
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency od in Clawf)edsevery day,including the ShoPPef
for S1)a month (paid in odvonce)

Call 753-1916 for details.
W.2..1)=8111111111811111

DoluEnTowx
Itl I Mt, II \\I S,1 I
19011 247-S66S • HWY 641
4

Wed - Country Dance Lessons
Thum - Top 40 Rock N' Roll (College Nate)
Fn - Country Music (DP
Sat Live Rock N' Roll or Blues Bands
OPEN: WED.-SAT. 7 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

-•••

28R duper in Nontiwood
1325/trio 759-4406

5111 ACRES of prime dovelopenere land Seulleareill
side of Murray 759-9247

NICE dupes 2br areal
hes, apphances furnished KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers emeng to purchase
Coleman RE 753-9896
homes-all price ranges It
NOVI mere appeasers you am tenteng of wingtor Section 6 low rent nous contact one at OW CCUK111rig Apply in person at °us and professional
Southairke Manor 906 sports at 753-1222 or stop
Broad St Extended be- by °Mos at 711 Main St
tween liam 2noon No
phone calls please Equal LOOKING to buy secluded
house with wooded
Housre Opportunity
acreage Five upper tee
ROOMMATES to share shop Weir out building •
nice 3W home $133ine Nus 753-7586 arrom•
plus deposit 753 6898
leav• message if no NEW duplex for sake Cambridge Estates Gene
rawer
Steely 753-6156
SUMMER'S corning, beauNut lake duplex boat ramp. ROBERTS Realty Calloeach 2br w/cl hook up way Couray s oldest and
15min Iran Murray Top most reliable real meals
$350eno bottom $275/mo agency For all your real
estate needs call tern to527-9639
day at 753 1651 1 SycaTAKING applicabons km more and 121h St
secoon 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap moose
bee Equal Housing Oppor
Far lide
tunny Apply Medals Apia
or c•II 2 OUAUTY lots for sale
Hardin, Ky
502-437-4113
Preabgeota Sou4hweet Yes
subdivision Al dry uplifts
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
available Greet building
pier appease= furnished
spats Call Professional
central gas lea Northwood
759-1591
I)' $475/ma. 1 month de- Real Estes,
posit. 1 year lease No pets
CORNER lot for sate Mo753-2905
bile homes ok All aty tee
Pus available Cal Profes330
sional R••I Estate
Rooms
759-1591
For Rent
1614 OLIVE. all utilities
furnished, krtchen I Irving
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR house on So 7th St
$350/mo. lease & deco&
required 753-4109
2BR near MSU with stove
refrigerator and wed hookup, lease and security deposit, references No pets
753-1059
2BR with attached garage.
deep lot 711 Payne St.
$350/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767
28R with washer & dryer,
1661 Calloway Ave
•
498-8977
4BR.2 barb, kitty furnished
Warfront, deck. MuUlod
tub, weekly or monthly
Coleman RE
rates
48R with gm heat, errs
nice, large yard 605 Sycamore, $400/rtto 753-2339
or 753-8767
NEWLY remodeled 3br
IA bath bock home IA
car garage with workshop.
new cent" gas hest tt air
condlonng Utilities aver
age $100/mo year round
$475/mo please call
753-3679 or after 6pm
759-1065
NEWLY remodeled 2br
home WI garage/storage
Ness MSU and downtown
$375/mo With lease and
deposit. 753-4199

Aperments
For Rent
1,2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 - I 252
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR dose to university,
some Utilities paid
753-8756
1BR, good heat & atc. low
utlites $200imo 631 N
4th 753-2339 or 753-8767.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR brick duplex on Story
Ave , central gas heat & air,
appliances furnished No
pets Lease & deposit required Call 753-7185
2BR central gas heat &
appliances furnished, carpeted outside storage
building $350Vmo plus de
posit No pets 753-2376
2BR close to university on
wooded lot 753-8755.
753-8854
2BR townhouse new, spaoous. all appliances including washer A dryer
753-4573
IBR, 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
Na, applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Cole
man RE 753-9898
BEAUTIFUL 2br duplex, all
the amenites, wood burnrig fireplace, garage, &
deck 753-3742 after 5pm
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
I, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duper with capon and outside storage,
$435/e phis lease & d.
poet Call 753-7951_

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Can re
Drrve behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 75e-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has urea ware
atie CM 753-2905
STORAGE
753-7888

trailers

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9016. 753-0495

38IR hams on well shaded
'A CM let Souls 121, 6
mars Immediate posses
mon 436-2521
INVESTORS/Homo Buyers Newly redecorated
548,r home, new roof, new
carpet, no* painted nude & out, storm windows,
gashest, 14 bate Priced
to sel, 29,500 Cal Professional Real Estate
759-1591

ALPHA Builders • Carport
by, remodeling. perches,
rooting, concrete, doveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

BULL- crossbred, reps
tared bead lines 'A Charo
White Face Service
lats
age 436-5598

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455

DISCUS Fish Watley Turquoise High Fin Dollerent
sizes erailabie to choose
from Locally raised, high
quality fish 753-0919

ro`•

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for 'show or home
Gleamor pnvate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2658
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Assi
Male
IS. PRIME ease on Coles
Campground Rd Opoon
available on 30 additional
sores with road Montego
Pnnapele only Cai Lou at
753-0889

Al IA leaf raking & muich✓ig, light hauling 436-2528
ask tor Mark.
At. AL'S hauling, yard
work, tee removal. mow
trig Free estimates
750-1683

ANN.

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

'S
Gerald

Eddie Linn

Linn

753-5315
* BODY SHOP *

• Drop by and see our showroom
ea SONS.RY MURRAY Salad Sunny liMANTA
,53 1940

All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes& Models Foreign or Domestic

Dial-A-Service 1
Can Advertise Here For.
.....5.00 You
(13 week minimum)
per week
r—

DIAL — 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

adisinert ructric

CA M P

Itc... Corelw,ofe
ELEC,

Cornmeroal 8 Residential • Licensed a Insured
James C. Gall more, Owner
.o.r...4 SMART i-oCK,S€ InS1•111.• • ,; AudaV,66o ,sia,A6er
a Non.. A•Acalaron
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

RON HALL

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
- Canute Hwang & Cooing Servo) & instals*,
1
Eieorica Sonia & inita.a:0,
trip' Parr
Le-rinsed Gas Arew,••., '

Commercial and Residential
1 General Contracting
,,,,L #1,
"
Backhoe Service
1 e-,... i
Ph. 502-492-8516
D. Pager 502-762-7221
Hazel, Kentucky

Murray, KY

i
Wayne

our Source For Metal Roofing & Siding •
• Y)
Doors Wroows Doc, TraCK IL Trolleys and irsulaso.
to Metal Build.ngs
Oece 15021 489 2122
Butte-wornRd IH64 2991
42071
FicrN3 1502; 400 2724
MM/fay, KY

.

Call Us Anytime

759-4685

Commercial Waste
Disposal
"qii,
444111.. ii MI Types of Refuse

ALP: A BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

• V......
.
•

Sennoe

489-2303

1-800-585-6033

Bud

II

ri

Stewart, Route Manager

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

Kilby Carpet
Cleaning

Call for an appointment

Retain* • Commercial • Professional

Phil KlIby (502) 759-1896

-•

753-2962
,
reidastfes
ueC
o
lilvseyson
r aat
g
aiil\).invjeaFstofii

j

INSURANCE

6 Lou
2

(502) 435-4699

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Higgins Backhoe Service

Septic Tosks, Sewer, a Hautilit

Wad
Tomb

1 I A Hauling, moving,
dean up, odd lobs, eye
trimming, tree removal,
mulch hating green firewood Free estimates Tirn
Lamb 436-5744

Owner russecsey Avoidable!

Call 753-3387 for Details

Custom Woodworking
de
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1990 CAVALIER, 2dr, auto,
prs, p/b a/c, 40.XXA actual
miles red sharp car
753-8428

1 1 1 A Hauling, tree Denring, tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

Save 19.94%
Discounted lot prices from 19,500
through February!

CUSTOS/ PUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKJIM.
All Types 01

1989 OLDS Cutlass. 4dr, 1
owner, low mileage merit
condition, extra good gee
mileage Price negotiable
901-584-4475

Services
Clawed

cSUDDIVIcSION
New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

HEATING Ron Hal Has
mg, Cooling and Electric
Co Service, unit feCemerle and complete rota
ton lxeneed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

753-4931

Quail Qua

HADAWAY Comitructen
Remodeling, vinyl son;
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052

BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R N Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 4928516

L

High Standards Wei An Extra Touch For Bera'l

GERALD WALTERS
%ohm. vinyl siding. pending Free estimate. 18
yews expenencs Local re
harems* 436-2701

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN mew tenk
ristallabon repay replacement 759-1515

1987 CONQUEST TST
Turbo, good condition,
loaded, $4 200 obo After
5pm 753-2609. before 5pm
753-4582

1992 DODGE Dakota LE
automatic, V-6, no a/c,
AKC Mimature Pomeranian 38.XXX miles. $7.100 obo.
492-8684
puppies Vet checked. 753-0036 day or
ready to go $150/ea night
901-584-4475

Hes Emmet tealeverv
4.11enib.""

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg. roofing, tree work
436-2642

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septe system delveways, hautng, foundations.
elc 759-4664

JIM DAY PAINTING
PAPERHANGING

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing Relera.as avail
able 436-2060

1964 Celle New Venus,
hilly loaded witi Pxflthiin
IlMs 753-3209

Peas
& Oupplies

Protect Your Number One Investment

dink

ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating. Cooling & Electric
Inc Service. sales and in
Malabo° (5021 435-4699
435-4327

1982 CUTLASS, 2 door
63,XXX local miles extra
clean 753-8165 after 6prn

SAO

We Accept MasterCard 1 Visa

D & T Construcace Re
modeling. addons decks,
siding, fences, electrical &
plumbing 436 2744,
436-5007

1 9 80
CUTLASS
Brougham. needs motor or
repair, $250 firm
759-1518

ROUND bales of grass, 1993 LINCOLN Tcrencar.
$21/roll Square bales of fully equipped, everything
clover. $2 50/bale except car phone Color
taupe pearlescent with
753-8848 before 9torn
leather interior Take over
SQUARE bales hay. $1 50 payments or best offer Call
Jap & Fescue $1 25 753-2651 horn 8am to 8pm
Fescue 7561-9060 cal after
59(T1

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax

DRYWALL, finishing repairs, addtions and blow
tog prangs 753-4761

1979 FORD LTD, good
dependable car, $800
492-8298 leave message

1992 BUICK Roadmaster,
garage kept 29,XXX
still under factory warranty,
pew. pit CrUISET SIT ABS,
airbag 350 V-8 with 25.
MPG on highway,
753-3304

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753 2674

ricS. n6

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhos work,'mac systems. 354-8161 altar 4prn

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

1979 CAPIRCE runs good
new tires. $450 Cal
436-2458

PLUMBING repenter, mei
same day service Cali
436-5255

Compeer Cut Vinyl Lows and Letters Cusoarr
Banners Plywood Signs Magneto Signs Vehicle
LeDef1ng Plexiglas& Signs Window Leasing Real
Estate SigmaOfhoe Signage Greeting and Advertrong
Posiefe Sandblasted Redwood Signs Archoestura
Signs Metal and Foam Leers Bronze Plaques Trade
Show SigneDisplays Any Custom Wood Works

CUNNINGHAM'S Hears)
and Cooling Servos GOTpiste ostallabco and sex
vice
Call Gary at
759-4754

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Used
Cars

MR Chimney chimney
deem 4612-8723

WOO WORKS

COUNTERTOPS, Dawn
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560

ANTENNA Repair and installation Replace or install
quality Channel Master antennas rotors, and melt
hers Beasley's Antenna
Service, Buchanan,
901-642 4077

SOUTHWEST Vile home
Or sae by owner 2127
Southwest Dr Call for an
appointment 753-1007

Service*
Offered

CARPORTS kir cars and
Lars CARPET CLEANrucks Specie sues tor mg 'Serving
Calloway Co
nemi horns boats RVs tor 22 years • Carpetsand etc Etonian. prose Upholstery
Emergency
eon, high quality, *insigne wow removal 753-5627
value Roy Hi 759 4664
LICENSED tor electric and
CHIN Chem Chemins! gm
753 703
Sweeps has 10% senior
atom discounts We sell
dumney caps and sawn
435-4191

ALPHA Builders CarpenWy, remodeling. perches,
roofing, concrete. doveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

170

Ltreallact
& &WPM*

011ered

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work see removal. mowing Free estimates
759-1683

38R home n Orangewood
Subdivision, Southwes
School Deter Irving room
den & kitchen combenstion
IA bet Cal 753-0539
after 5 30pm or leave
rneelege

Swim
Nod

Swim
awl

75.3-sesa

120

1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Real
Estate

Nal&
Howes For Sale

300
CRAFT eappllee: Priced
to sell until stock a gone
Includes numerous craft
Wake
books of all types. paints,
transfers, craft kits hoop PIANO tuning John
frames, design stampe, Gottschalk, 753-9600
license plates, ribbons,
dried liowers, floral ea:es240
tate's*, fabric dye, deco
Imes, studs. & misc. 702
filhicelaroxis
Main St Mon-Fri eism- 2pm,
KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
759-1965
FORCER OverNite Roach
GIANT state, of vinyl Boor Spray or Overflite Pes
cow nng ole hardwood & Control Gencentrate.
wall board Proad to sell Makes 2 gallons Kills
Paschal's Salvage, (9011 roaches overnight or your
498-8964, Hwy 641 S of money back. GUARANHazel
TEED! Available at Coast
HUMMEL figurines for to Coast, 604 N 12th St,
Murray, KY.
sale CM 759-9338

a19

Inn

-130

EMI

11

199-9

V. McGary

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles,

Bal-AIr Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

0

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare doss not pay 5676 on part A. $100 on Part B
Call me for more information
FREE I1ELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CUENTS

953-7890

&LB
rill IR-11.%1 uses. II •
753- II II II I
Bill Fendrkh
12th & Sycamore
16821753-3153
Murray, KY 42871

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

What a Way to Start the Week!!

Boat Dock Building & Repair
%mow Derapidersd Docks And Other Structures
Singe Crane EMI?* • Rep Rap From Berge
Lots • Boat Mounted Pas ()nye.
km McNeely Resew S Bon 244AA Ranion. lei 42026
(503l$14-01131113

&kit

—

_

Dial Now -

Advertise Here!
•-1••••

12

TIMES
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Staff members receive awards in contest

lervates
Mend

RCICKY COLSON Hoar
Repair Roca% salute.
Piumbing. con"I" Ffil• slorrasso Cal
474-27
SHEETROCK /intoning
le xtured ceerngs L..ory
Overran 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree 3 Stump
Removal Insured rah tut
j.ol equipment Fret estimates Day or night
753 5464
T C Dinh Raw & Monananoe Elecinae-Clem%
Sewers 1210 Men Street
753 1252 oleos 753-0606,
753-5705 alas 5pm
THE Chase Keeper Gong
out of town"? Unable lo keep
your per,1 wel corn* to your
horn* & care lot your pet
while you can t Don't put
your pet through the misery
of being Sept in MI I.0411MalMI place hare wortad ii
Murray tor 4 years Rider•nces available Call
527 0068 atter 6prn

THE Guam Co Seeneeme WINDOW 111 door resew
alurnatun guars vanity 20yrs •xp•ri•nc•
of colors Licensed, arv 753-2330
sued Estimate waled*
7564090
VCR REPAAR Wood VCR
Sc. Ceres& cleminpNoma% $15 most ropers
$35 Fres mamma Route
1, Alm Open 9-12 I 5,
Mon -Fn.. 7153-0530

Cinnamon Chow Chow
puppy sioko FTIMI
good horns Cail 436-5506
alter 5 30prn

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
Moyer Cord
Call Us Today!

•

753-1916

•

$
1T
11 -ACO'BELL
vr

FM9 *249

Mexican
Pizza
prearant =von Maw onarrIn• Lima
one coupcn corral pac Ora roc good with
any over Mar Good only•ortidammig TACO
BELL' norlaumnie Ira not arakarled
Hwy. 641 (12th Si.) Murray

111111111111111,

Keep Up The
Trend.
Recycle This
Newspaper
Again.

Motor Trend
Import
Car of theYear

We're Celebrating
With
All Honda's
On Sale

"Where Real Value Is a Matter of Pride'
Park Avenue • Paducah, Ky.
(502)444-6632

Five Murray Ledger & Times
staff and former staff members
received awards in the Kentucky
Press Associauon's Fall Better
Newspaper Conical recently in
the Daily Class I division.
Contributing columnist Constance Alexander, former managing editor Daniel Parker and for-

mer reporter/photographer Candy
Mather* received first place
awards for their work.
Alexandet.:a award was for best
column — one subject. The judge
found Alexander used "nice V Liual techniques and presents intr.:csung personal stories with mini-

Sally Guy creates angel for
White House holiday display
Sally Guy of Murray created
an angel that was displayed on
one of the Christmas trees at the
White House.
"I got a leuer from the White
House inviting me to submit an
ornament," she said. "Because
this is the Year of American
Crafts, the ornaments had to be
hand-made."
Guy is a juried craftsman with
the Kentucky Department of Art.
"I am virtually certain that is
where they got my name," she
said. "I was first contacted in
September and then I got a second letter that outlined the
specifics."
Guy received a Christmas card
from Bill and Hillary Clinton on
Christmas Eve.
"As of Nov. 21, there had been
1,000 ornaments sent in," she
said. 'They probably got such a
large number of ornaments that
they weren't able to use all of
them on the main tree. They had
a total of 22 trees scattered

about."
Guy's creation was an angel
about 7% high.
"She didn't have a face or
arms and she was wearing ani01iline gown," Guy said. "She was
woven from a fine tussah silk in a
pale champagne color. Her wings
and halo were woven with gold
embroidery floss in a plain
pattern."
It was stuffed in polyfil with a
gold cord around her waist.
"I thought it turned out really
nice," Guy said. "I was really
surprised when I was 'notified
because not many people get
communications from the White
House:"
Guy is a handweaver who
enjoys making creations from
customer descriptions.
"I always feel good when I can
bring something to life," she said.
"I do all kinds of work ranging
from wall hangings to a lot of
household furnishings. My work
runs the gamut."

CONTRACT BRIDGE
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
*AKQ
•Q 106 5 2
• 7
K 83
EAST
WEST
4. 1098 7 3
4652
•—
•K 98 4
•94 2
• A K 86
65 4 2
4Q10
SOUTH
*J 4
•A J 73
•Q 1053
4. A 9 7
The bidding:
South West North
East
Dble
Pass
1•
Pass
4V
Pass
2
Pass
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
If you look at all four hands, you
may wonder how declarer managed
to go down one atfour hearts. But the
fact is that he did, and furthermore
it's likely that most declarers playing the hand would have suffered the
same fate.
The bidding was normal and so
was the opening lead of the king of
diamonds. But something unusual
occurred when East played the nine
on his partner's king at trick one,
and then the deuce on partner's ace
at trick two. When West next led the

It's not just carpet, it's
a matter of taste.

six of diamonds at trick three, declarer, having observed East's highlow signal to indicate a doubleton,
naturally ruffed with dummy's ten
to avoid the possibility of East
overruffingdummy with a low trump.
But to everyone's surprise. East
unexpectedly produced the four of
diamonds at trick three. And when
declarer next led the heart deuce
from dummy. East showed out and
South, to his chagrin, found that he
had to lose two trump tricks and go
down one.
East was the late Ira G. Corn,
highly successful Dallas industrialist and financier, who also distinguished himselfin the world ofbridge
during the '60s and '70s. He certainly had no high cards to work with
against four hearts, and yet there is
no doubt that he single-handedly
defeated the contract without taking
a trick!
Corn's imaginative high-low play
in diamonds created a situation that
did not exist naturally, but without
that play declarer surely would have
madefour hearts. Furthermore,there
were other trump holdings West
might have had,aside from the K-98-4, that would have brought about
South's defeat if he could be induced
to ruff high in dummy on the third
diamond lead The little white lie
told by Corn thus had everything to
gain and almost nothing to lose.

mum of 'I's'."
Parker's story on Vice President M Gore's visit to Fancy
Farm last summer captured first
place for beat general news story.
-There was no contest — out
of more than 30 entries in this
catjory. Parker's story on
visit stood out alone. Its
writing crisp, clean and clear.
The lead was excellent," the
judge said.
Mather, received a first place
for best general news picture of
Gore which the judge said was a
"close in, interesting news

photo." She also received a third
place award for best news picture
essay.
Managing editor Gina Hancock
received a second place award for
best ongoing/extended coverage
story on the Kentucky Education
Reform Act and local schools.
"The progress of education
reform both inside and outside
the classroom was well reported.
Letting the students talk was
refreshing," the judge
commented.
Reporter/photographer Stacey
Crook received honorable mention for her series on child abuse.

HOROSCOPES
TUESDAY,FIBRIL ARV I. 1994
(For your personalised daily Jeanc Di son horoscope, bawd on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. 'Your phone company will hill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE making a presentation. Return
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: favors as quickly as possible. Your
Business will demand your full love life accelerates. Simplify your
attention in the coming months. Do financial investments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
not let things slide. By meeting challenges head-on. you will let others good day to shop for office supplies
know who is in charge. Romance or other useful items. An exchange
and travel prove especially' reward- of ideas will benefit shared financial
ing in the summer. Be careful not to interests. Try something new but
take loved one for granted. Showing practical.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
your affection and appreciation in
tangible ways will make the magic Clamp the lid on extravagance! Perlast! A vacation will make next forming more services for yourself
will save you money. Put your best
December particuliply merry.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON foot forward when dealing with
Dern
older
relatives. Be diplomatic but
actress
Laura
THIS DATE:
("Rambling Rose"), poet Langston tell it like it is!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Hughes, actor Sherman Hemsley
("Amen" and "The Jeffersons"). Someone may want to cOnfide in
you. Be sympathetic but avoid getLisa Mane Presley'.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): ting caught in the middle of a disWork is busier than ever, even if the pute. Your service to the community
profits are smaller. Put a secret plan receives new attention,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
into operation. A money-saving idea
could win you a bonus or new perks. 2h: Recent worries evaporate into
thin air. Someone involved in a
Be more realistic about romance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 2011 business deal could be unpredictable.
The news you get from
about
your
personal
Being practical
relationships is difficult. Give your- those at a distance is startling. A
self more time to decide exactly recovery is possible. Move swiftly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
what you want. You could decide to
buy a knockout outfit while shop- News of a former lover could put
you-in a pensive mood. Focus on
ping with a friend.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: new beginnings. Become an ambasTrust your intuition — something sador of goodwill for your commumajor is in the works. Emotions are nity' or church. Reach out to somebuilding to a fever pitch. Keep a low one who is lonely.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
profile around someone who tends
to fly off the handle. Be selective in Do not worry about going unnoticed. Even when you are not feeling
romance.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): your best, you make an excellent
Move with the times and you will impression. Your quiet charm draws
make an excellent impression on admirers like a magnet. Wear somesomeone prominent in business cir- thing special this evening.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
cles. A newcomer expresses an
interest in you. Your mate is still Tying up loose ends will put your
mind at ease. An unexpected check
your most loyal ally.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): As you or windfall arrives in the nick of
tackle new projects. surround your- time! Pay bills promptly to protect
self with trustworthy associates. your credit rating. Romance could
Careful research pays off when . be puzzling.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are innovative thinkers, always looking for a
better way to do things. Easily bored, these youngsters need stimulating
teachers if school is to hold their interest. Restless and forward-looking, they.
reject the routine and ordinary. They usually know exactly. what they want
and can. be quite single-minded abowdetting it. They will probably have
several long-term romances before firillhg their one-and-only.
• besCiaelling rook "Vesaccdaa. Toda) and Fore)fi
,To orda a ant...land updaacd aro, or leant.
Nor Aorologa, Can lielp YOU Find 1 our Pla, in God'. Plan.- wild 95 plao SI postagc aOti handling to
Diton. Andre... and Mt Meet. P Hot 414242. Karma, Ca). Mo 44141 Make checks parable 10
Andre.. and Mt Moe
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Murray State University
\ Center for Continuing Education /Academic Outreach

)C.E.240/

FOR BETTER

or F

Great taste means beauty and

SAT Preparation

durability. And new
Wear-Dated FreedomTM

A Training Program for the New SAT

Carpet gives you the best of

Jerry Hinton & Associates and the Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach are offering the nationally recognized Kaplan
Trainirg Model for SAT Preparation.

Dr.

both. Its tested, approved and
warranted by Monsanto to
fight wear, matting, static,

Twelve 3-hour sessions

soil, stains and fading.

February

Available in styles and colors

March:

1, 8, 15, 22, 29

April:

to suit any taste. Enjoy the

8, 15, 22

GARFIELD

THEY SAY WATClitat
TV MAKES YOU

12, 19, 26

3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

taste of Freedom.

Murray State University

"(cern
bledd

•*.n
•

—

t
-11,4
,0
ETN,
fre

Sparks Hall
3rd Floor Conference Room
Cost - $495

Dial Direct 498-8963
Long Blue & White Bldg. 1/2 Mile South of Hazel

We Have "THAWED" Our Prices.
Monsanto Stain Blocker, 100% Nylon $799
Sq.
Trackless Carpet
Offer Absolutely Ends Feb. 5, 1994.
T.Wear pooled

Freedom is a regiatered

Subject To Stock

trademark

Yd.

Based on 100 yds. or more
under 100 yds. add $1.00 sq. yd.

Payment due at 1st Class

Enrollment Limited to 20 Students!
For More Information or Registration,
Contact The Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach

762-2190
Mdrmy Mari UntranOty•on rpm/ odutraore

of Morrow° Company

Morawao makes fibers, 500 carper

PEANUTS

VISA/MasterCard Accepted

and amploynnonI Inrintuann

UJI-IEN YOU LAI
EVER EyET INK

4:7!'
-41•••••••••
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 31. die 31st day of 1994. There are 334 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 31. 1958. the United States entered the Space Age with its
first successful launch ot a satellite into orbit, Explorer I.
On this date:
In 1606. Guy Fawkes, convicted for his part in die so-called Gunpowder Plot against the English Parliament and King James 1, was
executed.
In 1797. composer Franz Schubert was born in Vienna, Austria.
In 1865, Gen Robert E. Lee was named commander-in-chief of the
Confederate armies.
In 1945. U.S. Army Pvt, Eddie Slovik was shot by an American
finng squad in France, becoming the only American soldier since the
Civil War to be executed for desertion.
In 1949, the first TV daytime soap opera, "These Are My Children," was broadcast from the NBC station in Chicago.'
In 1950, President Truman announced he had ordered development
of the hydrogen bomb.
In 1971, astronauts Alan B. Shepard Junior, Edgar D. Mitchell and
Stuart A. Roosa blasted off aboard Apollo XIV, the first U.S. moon
flight since the ill-fated mission of Apollo XIII.
In 1990, McDonald's Corp. opened its first fast-food restaurant in
the Soviet Union, in Moscow's Pushkin Square.
Ten years ago: The Vatican named Bishop John J. O'Connor of
Scranton. Pa., to head the Archdiocese of New York. succeeding the
late Cardinal Terence Cooke.
Five years ago: Jury selection began in the trial of former National
Security Council aide Oliver North, charged in connection with the
Iran-Contra affair. North was later convicted on three counts, but
those convictions were set aside, and the case was not retried.
One year ago: The Dallas Cowboys won the National Football
League championship, defeating the Buffalo Bills 52-17 in Super
Bowl XXVII, played at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Carol Chinning is 71. Author Norman
Mailer is 71. Actress Jean Simmons is 65. Baseball Hall-of-Famer
Ernie Banks is 63. Actress Suzanne Pleshette is 57. House Majority
Leader Richard A. Gephardt, D-Mo., is 53. Actress Jessica Walter is
50. Baseball pitcher Nolan Ryan is 47. Singer Phil Collins is 43.
Thought for Today: "Los secretos ni oirlos ni decirlos." (Don't listen to secrets, and don't tell them.) — Spanish proverb.

Ten years ago
Charles Cella, Mau Harrington, RIL-k) Rogers, Laura Cella,
Ricky Jobs, Luke Harrington, Bill
Maddox, Jenny Kraiza. Jackie
Boltz and Billy Phillips are members of the Academic Team at
Murray High School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Franklin
Rogers. Jan. 10; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Wesley Brawn, Jan.
20, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Black. Jan. 22. and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Morgan.
13n. 24.
In basketball games, Murray
High School Tiger Girls beat
Carlisle County with Diana Ridley high scorer for Murray; Calloway County High School Laker
Girls and Laker Boys beat Ballard County Bomber teams with
Tammy Tress high for Laker
girls and Brad Skinner high for

Thirty years age
Dr. Will Frank Steely spoke
about "United Nations" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Murray State College Racers
beat Austin Paty 89 so 82 in a
basketball game at Clarksville,
Tenn. High team scorers were
Scott Schlosser for Marray and
Doug Stamper for Austin Peay.
Recent births reported at Moray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Miller and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Vance.
Mrs. Milford Orr presented a
lesson on -Color in Home Furnishings" at a meeting of South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs.
Dennis Boyd,
Diane Taliaferro was installed
as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of die

Laker boys.
Twenty years ago
Loyd Bean, 52, Rt, I, Dexter,
died yesterday at 6:30 a.m, from
injuries sustained in a traffice
accident near Bowling Green,
Arnold Ronna has been named
as the new plant manager of
Sager Glove Corporation of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Culver
were married 50 years on Dec.
25.

Patsy McReynolds spoke on
"Human Dwarfism" at a meeting
of Hazel Woman's Club held at
Dees Bank of Hazel.
Attorney Ed Overbey spoke on
"Facts About Wills" at a meeting
of Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club. He was introduced by Mrs. Fred Wells.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Haley,
Jan. 12.
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By GARY LARSON

THE FAR $ae

into holy matrimony is "acceptable." And they should celebrate their anniversary on the
date of their original vows.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

.--7----- -

DEAR DP. GOTT• Can you help put
to rest a debate that has been in our
marriage for over 20 years' What is
the frequency of normal sex for a couple' I'm looking for an honest, reasonable answer Is weekly,'every other
week or even once a month realistic'

'

"Welt, I'd recommend either the Chicken-fried steak
or maybe the seafood platter. But look — I gotta be
honest with ya — nothiri we serve Is exactly
what I'd call food for the gods.-

CATHY

FOR BETTER

r

I DON'T
IE MUST/
iLNOW. I
HAVE A
FABUDIDN'T NW
ATTENTION. LOPS
60014'

DION'T NOTICE.
HE'S IUST A KID
WHO SHOWS PIE
HOW TO USE THE
MACHINES. .1

••••

or FOR

DEAR BETTY: Thank you for
a. valuable reminder. According
to the fire officials my staff consulted, ashes should be stored
in a metal can with a lid for several days before disposing.

DEAR CURIOUS AUNT: Any
time a couple wants to enter

CALVIN and 1108 BES

TRAINER AT THE
61/4/FA ? WHAT
DOES HE 'LOOK
LIKE, CATHY??

the back porch. Since the ashes
looked dead, he intended to wait
until morning to take them out to
the trash can.
In the middle of the night. the
ashes burned through the box and
set the porch on fire. Since the
smoke alarms were inside the
house, they were useless The family
was lucky to escape with their lives.
Our fire chief said dead ashes
are a constant source of house fires
every winter. Please alert your
readers.
BETTY H IN PENDLETON,ORE

DEAR ABBY: My niece recently
married. She is pregnant. The
young couple and my niece's parents are planning a large church
wedding with a white wedding
dress) and reception to take place
10 months after the original vows.
when the baby will be about 2
months old. Is this socially acceptable? If it is, which date would they
celebrate as their anniversary?
CURIOUS Al'NT

MICK

6

IDUIE
YOu'RE W ,
WAY 10 SEE A

Rainbow for Girls.
Forty years ago
Lottye Sisiter, fifth grade critic
teacher at Murray Training
School, presented a program on
-Creauve Work from Young Writers" at a meeting of Alpha
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
In Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament,
Lynn Grove beat Almo and Murray Training beat Hazel. High
team scorers were Miller for
Lynn Grove, McDaniel for Almo,
M. Barneu for Murray Training
and Byers for Hazel.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Bogard and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Smith.
Charlie F. Amen of Russellville spoke at worship services at
Coldwater Church of Christ on
Sunday.

DEAR ABBY
not, that ye he not judged."
all the time.
When I was sick from the (Matthew 7:1)
SHARON
chemotherapy. Gary stayed with
me and slept on the floor beside my
DEAR SHARON: My prayers
bed. Ile cooked what little food I
are with you and Gary. After
could eat and held my head when I
this is published. I'm sure that
vomited. He cleaned my house and
thousands of readers will add
did my laundry. It soon became
apparent that between driving hack their prayers to mine. God bless
you.
and forth to my house, caring for
me and handling his job, poor Gary
DEAR ABBY This could save a
was exhausted, so I asked him to
please move in with me Believe me, life — or a family Please alert your
to the danger of leaving
readers
thin- was no hankv-panky.
fireplace ashes where they can start
We are now happily married and
my cancer is in remission_ So, Abby, afire
A neighbor cleaned out his fireplease tell *Old-Fashioned" that not
all peopli. who live together are place and placed the supposedly
unmoral. And remember, "Judge "dead" ashes in a cardboird box on

DAILY COMICS
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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TOO LATE
your.*
I CHARLENE
seirRE
ATHLETIC MALE TIA FINALLY
APPiNisity
DOING
LEANS
SOMESOCW
OVER YOU AND THING GOOD MASCARA.
GUIDES YCUP, FOR ANSELF 1 1•11•MM
DON'T RUIN„
LiniEs WITH
HIS MUSCULAR IT EN TURN
IND IT INTO
HANDS AND
901.1 DON'T
SOMETHING
/14._ ELSE!!
NCfTICE ?.?
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RATS. ONE LITTLE
St166ES'TION AN01
AUTO 81/1180
KICKED IN

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

20 Face of clock
21 Engineer's
deg
22 "- Haw"
23 Actor Novello
27 Brick carrying
device

29 Owns
30 Grind
together
(the teethi
31 Teutonic
deity

GARFIELD
THEY SAY WATCHING TOO ANKH
TV AAAKE5 YOU PASEivE
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WE CARE
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Germany
14 Genus of
frogs
15 Actress Gardner
16 Lengthened
18 - Christmas'

Answer to Previous Puzzle

32 - p01101
33 Color
3-4 Diphthong
35 Respite
37 Very warm
38 Monk s title
39 Nectarine's

Paid notices
Funeral item
Pool
Comedian Pickles
13 District in

1
4
8
12

WORSE

NOT THAT UM
COMPLAiNINCe

DEAR READER: After almost 30
years in practice, I'm still unable to
give a firm answer to this question,
which 1 am often asked There is just
too much individual variation in
behavior

40 Chop(wood)
41 Yes Sp
42 Relating to a
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time

44 African land
47 One who
works with
books
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58 Leave out
57 Antlered
' animal
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-.Scholar
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8 Pecan
confection
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10 Compass ot

2 Peaceful bird
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19 Concerning
22 "Bali -"
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28 Actress Perlman
27 Aid
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brother's
keeper?"

Most couples strike a balance that
works for them, depending on their
ages and personal needs I know some
couples in their 60s who enjoy sex sev
eral times a week For them, this pat
tern is ideal, it suits them On the
other hand. 1 also know couples in
their 30s and 40s who have sex once

or twice a month While this may not
appeal much to the average person,
they are happy with the arrangement
It goes without saying that youngsl
people usually have sex more often
than do middle-aged eouples Over
time, this pattern changes, either
because of age, familiarity, illness or
other factors Some people are more
"sexy" than others, who can take it or
leave it. Most adults frequently vary
their sexual activity less when they
are stressed or tired, more when 'key
are relaxed or on vacation
If pressed, I'd say that the majonty
of healthy, middle-aged adults enjoy
sex once or twice a week, on average.
Understandably, there are many people whose patterns fall outside this
average. This is not "abnormal "
Couples who can't seem to agree on
an appropriate schedule can often be
helped by counseling
The important thing to remember. 1
suppose, is that it's not the frequency
of the sex act that is the main consid
eration Rather, it's the quality of the
act and what it means to the partici
pants. Mechanical, frequent sex is not
as appealing to most of us as is the
sensitive expression of emotional and
physical closeness, reflecting love and
intimacy
Therefore, almost any pattern of
frequency is "realistic." Sorry, that's
the best I can do. Let's talk about a
more manageable topic, such as how
often people eat chocolate
To give you more information. 1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report - Where to Find Sex
Information " Other readers who
would like a copy shoulciesend St 25

plus a long, selladdressed, stamped
envelope to P0 Box 2433, New York.
NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title
C i904 SirWSPAPER F54TFRPFUSF ASV
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Health Matters

Get The Facts About HDL and LDL
Upon reviewing you laboratory
is in the foods you eat (specifically animal
Heart disease Is the number one
results stating your levels, don't misinterpret
products) and your body also makes it.
Kentucky.
cause of death In Amenua
Haying too much cholesterol in your blood the categories. Being 'AVERAGE" means
and Calloway County
you have a 50% chance of developing a
Is called hyperchdesteroiemia.
At Murray-Calloway County Hospiheart attack or stroke It should be your
This condition may cause you
tal, professionals are concerned that 47
god to be 'BETTER THAN AVERAGE OR
blood vessels to become clogged which
percent of cil deaths in Calaway County
'MUCH BETTER THAN AVERAGE"
can cause strokes and heart attacks
are due to cardiovascular disease
It LS you responsibility to contact
HDL is good cholesterol because rt
Learning how to reduce you risk of
your physician to confirm the resufts of the
helps clean your blood vessels
heart disease may help your family and
screening arid obtain professional medical
LDL Is the harmful cholesterol
friends live longer. healthier lives.
assistance
which clogs blood vessels and prevents
According to the American Heart
Follow your doctors advice and
blood flow to other parts of your body.
AsconatIon, 41 Kentuckians die from
rest?* changes that Mil result
any
make
tat
of
type
is
another
Triglyceride
day.
every
disease
cardiovascular
in better heanti.
found in the body tt is also found in the
Statistics suggest that during your
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
foods we eat and is produced by the
lunch hour. two Kentuckians We lose their
agree with the guidelines set
professionals
vessels
blood
clogs
Tngiyceride
body.
ranks
That
disease.
cardiovascular
lives to
by the National Cholesterol Education
which can cause strokes and heat attacks
Kentucky second in the nation for deaths
Program which advises heathy adults over
Beware of foods or beverages
due to coronary heart disease and elevthe age of 19 have a blood test to deterthat have no artificial sweetners yet tastes
enth in the nation for deaths horn stroke.
mine these levels every five years
sweet Sweets, alcohol and obesity will
Smoking is one of the pnmary risk
raise trigtycericle leveis
factors for heart disease with Kentucky
ranking number one in the nation for
number of smokers.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the American Cancer Society host
regular stop smoking classes (See Community Events be/ow)
You should determine your risk of
developing cardiovascular disease (See
TVVO OR MORE of the following risk factors
the green box at right for risk factors.)
Current research Indicates that
puts you at high risk.
HDL, LDL and Trigiyceride levels -- NOT
• High Blood Pressure
TOTAL CHOLESTEROL -- are the best indica• Nabobs
tors of your risk for developing heart
disease. Total cholesterol is mainly used
•Family History of Premature Heart Disease
to calculate the levels of HDL and LDL in
(In rekithres males by oge 55 In females by age 65)
the blood.
• Smoke Tobacco Products
When viewing your laboratory
risk
heath
other
that
aware
resutts, be
• Male over 44
factors will further increase your chances of
• Female over 54
developing heart disease Of stroke (see
• Female experiencing premature menopause
green box).
without estrogen replacement therapy
Cholesterol Is one of the fats in
your blood and thmes from two places. It
• HDL level Is below 35

Am I At Risk

Cholesterol/Triglyceride
Screening During

FEBRUARY
In observation of National Heart Month, Murray-Calloway
County Hosptial is offering a screening to he you keep
heart disease out of your future
The hospital's Hearth Express will be offering blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol (HIDO.DIJ and triglyceride
screenings at all of its stops during the month of February
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and triglycende levels
should be checked every five years. Only patrons who
present a written prescription from their physician will be
screened more often.
The cholesterol(HDULDL)and triglycelide screening requires
a food fast (water only) for 14 hours. The charge is $15.
A Stool For Occurt Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4.
This screening detects blood in the stool.

of developing. heart disease?

We Lend Support
To Receive a Free
UPDATED

Alzheimers Disease Information
•Tuesday, February 8
Educabon Meeting
•Tuesday, February 22
Support Group Meeting
4.30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact: Cindy Ragsdale, LSW,502-762-1108
or Antra Randolph 502-753-5561.
Shared Care, Adult Day Care MI sit with
Alzheimer victims whie caregivers attend this
meeting. Cal Shared Care 502-753-0576

Physician Directory
Call •800-342•MCCH

Bereavement Support Group
-Tuesday, February 1 & 15
430-5:30 pm
Hospital Education Unit Classroom 2
Contact: Nancy Rose, RN, 502-762-1389

Cancer Support Group
-Tuesday, February 1 & 15
3:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Mary Linn, MSN
502-762-1100 ask operator to page.

Cardiac Support Group
-Tuesday, February 8
"How To Read the New Food Labels (video)
10 a.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Shirely Lynch, RN 502-762-1170.

Compassionate Friends
-Thursday, February 24
TOO p.m.
Hospital Cafeteria/Private Dining Room

karyngectomee Support Group
•Friday, February 11
21)0 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Dade Hopkins, 502-762-1100

Stroke Support Group
•Friday, February 18
2:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Mee Hopkins, 502-762-1100

Parkinson's Support Group
•Friday, February 25
2:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact: Dixie Hops,502-762-1100

C

ommunity events

These screenings are offered to detect disease in its eadiest
stages when there are no symptoms of disease. If you are
experiencing symptoms, you should see your physician.

/*lea
-÷ANESS
Tuesday,February 1
• Paris
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 30 p m
Wednesday,February 2
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
830-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m
Thursday,February 3
• Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
9 30-1 p m
Tuesday,February8
• Big Sandy, TN
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 am
• Henry,TN
City Hall
1230-2 30p m
Wednesday,February 9
• Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
830-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m

Nef

MATERNITY CARE

Fresh Start Smoking Cessation Classes
February 7, 9, 14 & 16
5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Learn to kick the smoking habit the healthy way and
stay smoke free This program consists of four
sessions and is taught by professionals- Jim Frank a
representative of the Amencan Cancer Society;
Rebecca Noffsinger, Registered Dietitian at MCCH;
and Ann Ingle. R.N. and MCCH Breathe Easy
Counselor at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
To Register Call: 502-762-1384.
Saturday Seminar
Seizures and Their Treatment
By Dr. Jon Gustafson. Neurologist
Saturday. February 19
Hospital Education Unit, Third Floor
9 a.m. - 11 a.m.
All Saturday Seminars are free and open to the
public Continuing education credits are awarded to
healthcare professionals who attend
Preregistration is required. Call 502-762-1384
by noon Thursday, February 17.
Diabetics Taking Control Meeting
"Coping with Loss"
By Nancy Rose, RN and Hospice Director
Monday. February 21
Hospital Board Room
6:30 p.m.
Diabetics and those who are interested in diabetes are
•
invited to this meeting which is free
Contact Ann Ingle, R.N. and Diabetic Patient
Educator at MCCH at 502-762-1100.

Thursday,February 10
• Wingo
Town Square
9-11 a m
• Sedalia
Baptist Church
12 30-2 30p m
Tuesday,February 15
• Lynnville
Grocery & Gnu
8 30-11 30 a m
• Tri City
Tn City Grocery
1230-2 30p m
Wednesday,February 16
• Murray
Post Office
8 30-11 30 a m & 12.30-3 p m
Thursday,February17
• Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11 am
• Draffenville
Bonanza
1230-2 30p m
Monday, February 21
• Dover,TN
Uncle Joe's Store
9-11 30 a m
• New Concord
Bob's Corner
1-3 pm
Tuesday,February 22
• Murray
Calioway County Public Library
8 30-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m
Wednesday,February 23
• Murray
Olympic Plaza
1230-3 pm
Thursday,February 24
• Murray
Court Square
8 30-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m
Monday, February 28
• Camden, TN
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 30 p.m

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes listed
below Pre-registration is required for all classes and fees may be
paid ct the first class.
These classes are part c a gift package valued at over $200 which
is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment Plan panic:Oats.
If Ku would hke to receive this vah.nhip gift package and become
a prepayment participant, stop by the hosptal admitting office in the
Outpatient Services Center retepijuri area
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment peztiOpant, you
are sill welcome to attend the classes ct the fees listed
For class informction and preregrstrcton, call the Perinatal
Eduation Coordinctor ct(902) 762-1385
All classes are held in the Hospital Eclucabon Unit on Third Floor
PRF_REGISTER FOR:
•Prepared Childbirth Class (&35)
Option 1: Monday,.Feb. 14, 21,28. March 7, 14
Option 2: Wednesday, Feb. 16,23, March 2,9. 16
Option 3: Thursday, Feb. 17, 24, March 3, 10, 17
7 - 9 p.m.
•Refresher Classes($10)
Option 1: Monday,Feb 21 and 28
Option 2: Wednesday,Feb 23 and March 2
Option 3: Thursday, Feb 24 and March 3
7 - 9 p.m.
•Sibling Class (Free)
Saturday, February 12
10-11 a.m.
•Breasdeeding Support Group
Tuesday, February 15
6:30-8 p.m.
803 Poplar Street
Hospital Board Room
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
Contact Patricia Anderson. R.N. 502-762-1425.
(502)762-1100
-Miracle Moments Booklet !Free)
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